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Part 3: Airshock Radiation from Small Explosions at Sea-Level
Conditions

This is the third report of a series (see RmIDLIx 1962, 1963 in
References, Section 6) exploring the origin of shockwaves from
condensed explosions in air. As in the earlier two reports, so here,
the origin of shockwaves remains elusive. Time-honored concepts are
questioned and even challenged: highly-shocked a~r is not observed
to be luminous. New ideas are advanced in a tentative fashion:
perhaps the luminosity observed in explosions and hitherto identified
as shocked air, is not hydrodynamic in origin but due to the inter-action of explosion particles with the air.

During the course of this investigation, standard techniques havebeen used as well as novel, new ones. Pressure-time measurements

havE been attempted along with ionization probe efforts. sigh-speed
photography has been extended to include spectrographic techniques.
Old theories have been reviewed, analyzed, and, in some instances,
abandoned in favor of new concepts better fitting the interpretation
of the experimental data. But Lhe interpretations, analysis, theory,
Indeed the procedures and instrumentation employed in these investi-
gations are themselves subject to question and disagreement. Indeed,
in-house discussions on the validity of the techniques and interpre-
tations have been lively and informative but non-conclusive. Perhaps
this Is as it should be for exploratory studies -- honest and critical
discussion and presentation of Ideas without necessarily reaching
absolute conclusions. It is so tith this study and this report.

The origin of shockwaves has not been proved but in the process of
the search, much new information on shock behavior has been uncovered.
The rich spectral characteristics of explosions are reported. Novel
and ingenious methods for detecting shocks are described; many of
these techniques should have signif~eance In futtre explosions work.
Old ideas have been questioned and new ones, perhaps as shaky as the
old, are advanced. This Leads, at least, to an uncovering of long
standing problem areas, and hopefully to revitalizing efrorts to
solve the problems. So, although many questions and arguments can
be and are rai ;ed with respect to this report, it is publiehed essen-
tially as wri.tten by the author, as a significant and stimulating
contribution to -knowledge of the origin of explosions.
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ON THE ORIGIT OF SHOCKWAVES
F~ROM CONDENSED EXPLOSILONS IN. AIR

Part 3: Airshock Radiation from Small Explosions
at Sea-Level Conditions

.InTRODUCLIMON

11 Bakround. Several years have now gone by sincea the appear-
anceAof P 2oF`Ehi s series of -Oports on "the early stages of an
explosion. During this time a number of experiments have been con-
ducted , aivwd at cJaa-i~ylng how a shockwave is created by an
ex.plosion. The need f-or these experiments arose out of the -ontra-
dictory results of Parts I and 2. In Part 1 (RtTDLIN, 1962)*, we
claimed that the earliest hydrodyriamic disturbance created outside a
spherical condensed charge was the transmitted airshock -- resulting
from Ithe pasagge of the detonation shock across the explosive boundary
Into air. This mechanism is in distInct contrast to the situation
-he~e tne explosion products act like* a apherical shock tube to create
an airshock.

With the transmitted -shock mechanism in mind, we thereupon planned
a series of 8-lb explosions of TINT charges. These were made of dif-
ferent densities so as to change the detaills of the transmitted
airshocks -- thereby changing the airshock pressures even out to large
distances and simultaneously establishing the significante of" the
tranamitted-shock mechanism. We could not, however, detect any
differences in the airshock pressure-distance curs is from these
explosions (RUDLIN, 1963). We concl -uded Part 2 on these negative
results with the hope that further experiments and theoretical
treatments would be performed to clarify the early-time explosion
phenctdena.

Theoretical e~lculations Of TINT and pentolite explosions have
now been published (LirIzKY). we report -on the experiments that have
been performed in this report.

1.2 Scope of this Report. The most -Tital assumption of' Part 1
was tbat the luminous front moving out into air at earliest times
from an explosion is the airshock, exciting air to radiate dur"Ing its
pragagation. All measurements and interpretations were b&sed on. this

SReferences are -gifven in alphabetical order in Section 6.



assumnption -- almost un~versally accep~ted az axiomtatic (~see- pnr
example, ZEL'DOVICH and RAIZERN). DLuring the course of our experiments
we "egan to have reasons to qlzetlon the validity of this assumption.

initially, our experi.,ento ;were primarily devoted to obtaining
pressure measurements 5imuiltartec-usly with 11-second photography ef
an explosion so that we could correlt~te photographs (like those of
Part 1) with p-t recon's (like these of Part 2) at earlie!st times.
We rtn into many diffieulties with the pressure measurement8 (c.f., .
Appendix C) some of wbich we thought could be avoided by use of
spectral weasurementa. We vpeculated, for example, that we could
distingu~sh a "stronig" shock from a "weak" shock by firding atomic
line5 In the speotra of the "strong"' shock as contrasted trith molecuilarI
bands to be expected from the "weak" shook. We were never able to
detect inl our spectral 6easurements t~hose species expected frcm
shock-excited air; i.e., we have not found any radiation attributable
to the airshock (c.f., Appendix A).

There are several possible aources of light in an air explosion
at the earliest times -- (A) the airshock, (3) the explo~sion products,I
(C) interactions between the products and the air. ( A) Excitation
processes by the airshock could prodduce light at or near the shockfront
and even throughout the shockwave for those processes that require
larger excitation times, (A description of this sort of a radiationI

model ~ ~ ~ J -sgvni pedxDfo he work of Adushkin.) (B) The
explosion products themselves could produce chemntluininiescent reactions
during the expansion of the original explosive material, which reactions
do not require the presence of any outside gas, (We have not fouand
any suitable references in the 'Literature for such a model of

explos~on liminos-ity, but this model certainly is possible.)()Particles produced by the explosion could interact with the
outside gas producing luminosity which depends on the nature of the
gas, (Evidence for this model on 13-9m explosions of pentolite spheres
was obtained by REED. In these explosions, we should note that the
airshocks appeared after the luminosity measurements were over.) it
is possible that on a given explosion that light could be producOd
by any one 'or more probably some combination, of the above mechanisms
during the' earliest stages of explosion. The most generally accepted
made! today, however, is (A) - - airshock-produced luminosity. Such

airshock radiation has been found to be compatible with present

theoret"clal estimates of t~e equilibrium radiation obtain~able from *
shock-excited air species.

When we failed tc detect the presence of shocked-air radiation in
our spectra of explosions, we, tbhe., attempted to doetect the existence
of non-radiating girshocks frcm ITE explo~ions at the earliest times
after explosion.* We have used pressure sensors, ionization senasors,.
Doppler msicrowaves, and high-speed photography 'In our experimienits to
detect the early' airshock.

*Personal do=-n-ication of 22 Doe 1965 from Dr. M. P. 811rman, O1eneral
-. Electric Space Sciences Laboratory, on high-temperature air radiation.

SWe t ~ke zaro time t-o be Ithat. of the f4rSt app-earance of light fr%-m
the expi Orsion,

IN
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"In the text of this report we present photograph --ence of
strong, non--radiat4.ng airshocks, In Appendix A we repd• our0 Snectro-
graphic measurementei and make ccm-parlsona with t; o .ia predictions
for shocked eq•,!llbriti air. In Appendix C we repcrt our experiences
in attempting to detect the iirshock with simple pre~ssre and Jonrdza-
tlon techniques. Although thtse pressure and ionization records are
not satisfactory, we have deduced frw tinem a new xodel to fit our
empirical observations which we iropose for the release of energy
from at explosion (Fig. C-8).
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Oonftra1. Al3l t~.ýtr we, n-^e, In thes open at the Eat
of 'rMT-ni~ Reaelr-:ff under the direction of

-Icha Woki.-;ver cai ht-v.r- ep!-ozicts vure Obsevrved by five
ur~ i v ro hr aý -y (eealeetronic detectoris.
k st~i psh ~ raxi !~'-c ab~nt P500 to 9)000 1.Tim~e resolutw*-e V' . 1",i ow

oaa-bil-y rangced --X- none, to a ft-i2 i- *condo on both photograpvleiý.
=m3 Se',1_MU ~pctr-p tPaneOUS1ý; P-seccrvl photogra~byI

,obaeVod5 the - td1 pcs1ec.in Miost experinents were performed with
8-1b oph-crezi cp entoite. Pt !explratlonn were made over a chazrge-I

* 3feioht ra.nge txbc t abut 0.5 Ito 100 ibt; arA included seeeraZ. explosive
~'a uar.-j e'hap~~es. A tabul~ztimi of charge material, weight,

and, ahap Is giyeei lt, ThIbtC 1,

S m views :0-r thte experimental setl-upit are shown~ in Figures 1-5.
Set-ups vYiried s'lle-tly frm~ shot to shot to meet requirements. The

if olo~i~ esc~.~on ite most cases:

(1) Charge i t;ere IffIred at .-12 f t abovc the ground in f ront
0-7 a Reat.(,RUte tereen, illuminated by an Air Force Flash-
lamp (D-6) tto bring out sboakwave8. "T'h D-6 was located at
the Ilnatrtmantatian Station, typically 60 feet away. Charges
were usually held in P051tior.. by a cax~board tube rLpport;
no nets or ropes were allowed on the charge. All explosions,
ever. vith liquid explosives, were initiated by an Emtineerls

-. S!pecial (Hercules) Dttonator, usual'y positioned into the
topy of the charge pbinted tow&rd "he ground, Power' for
t he detonzato-r was obtained from, a 5000y circuit acrops 1

ý1f~ad(~ 'I. 62.,= renstance). Reprodzzibility of detonat"ion
tiner-, zxeeýPt if r 4hargez cooled Ito -500~F, was found to lie
wlthin I t 3 : ý2c Dltoýnea;or i-m;gllng usually a feature
or,~loop reeords,, lasltirng f r about 5-10 jssee.

-~~ (2) tt ~ nWit~ ea ere hovaed -4ithin on~e of' theI
ir~t~taionshl,ýters, (e.if., ig-urK ), tu 60 feet

awany irrciz 1-1h charge. 03011lorcopss and Ztherz c-l~ctr'onic
equipmentAl were housed within the other shel-ter. BotAh P-helters
w4ere made cy outt'Ing a reftirveiy "d "In. half,% ."he

Thýt'lev 'rj looked at- the exD3.osion by means :),-P a frwt-
-. urfc-d m4rror locat-ed -el -feet nutside of t~he sh--Ilter. A

*contz-olable ahutter, deponlting lead -vapo-V ontvo g;Iass, was
Placed in the path of light to the eamera to aut Off 1.ight at

thedeoredtim. DspCe the high attenuation' of 1-h-_' lead-

-~ vapor slhu-tter, some explozions were so intý2nse that explosion
light biurned through t-hz shutter, o'vervritir4 thL, desired
franmes of t~he ear'llest stages of the aXploslon. Thit ot-her
cameras, Dynafax, Pagiatx, etc., were used In theopr.

lookn~idl-zectly at 'the texplosion. Similarly, ~the apeatr-o-
scopes, bo-th photogrc-%Phic -And electronic, xcre used in the
a-Fen, Somnetisacs ln-ses were used t-o in-rease t-he !.Ight

X-. t6iTor- aeeti&1 nighlt photographv st %-ediuz and 5i

A ilA e fma-Itil3'

nlt'l - V. % II



tespectroscopes were focused direetly on the charge surface,
* ~thereby collecting light frcei all sources capable of radiating

light; sometimes they were focused ahead -)f the charge.

(3) Clsedit .detection of the airahock (within about 10 charge
radii (a )) was at%,tempted with throw-awl- gages. These
throw-awai gages were made of micarta, rojughly, 0.003 X 7 x 2
inches into which 1/8 x 0.0014-inch quartz* discs were inserted.
In the early versions, the leading edge of the micearta, was
rounded concavely to fit onto the surface of the charge and
leads were painted on with conducting paint. Later, the
leading edge was pointed and hardwire ledds were soldered to
the discs, the entire unit being coated with a silicone
resin lacquer (G. C. Electronics Co.). The quartz discs3
were used with gold-chrome andA silver-chrome coatings
(Valpey Corporation). At larger distancestbf 10a0  tourmaline
gages from. Tul~sa Laboratory were used. These same gages
were used earl~.ei '-o obtain the data of Part 2.

(4) Atte-mots to nonitor ionization were made by using 'Lead
discs i~n a condenaer-discharge circuit. These disns were
about 3/I inch diazoeter and about 1/16 inch thick. Prior
to the explosion, a 0.002 L~fd condenser was charged to its
full volt%-.age by. a 90v source. So long as the resistivity
acrots the explosive remained sufficiently high, the oscil-
loscope trace stayed at a neutral position. When, however,
t~he detonation wave within the exp3oslve, created enough
conductivity from the center of the explosive (where the
copper case of the detonator ended) to the edge of the eharge,
the noixdenser discharged, recharging uporn removal of a suf-
ficiently conducting path. Ionization was also monitored
on a small rnuber of explosions with 3-cm Doppler microwave
instrumentation.*

2.2 Cameras. The Beckman-Whitley Model 192 camera, producing
about 80 f -rames at ti-second rates was used on each shot from #1
to #107, F'or later shote Model 149a, with 25 frames, was used.
Camera speeds were varied over a rwige from about 250,000 to 1.2 x 10'
fps, the former figure being most often used as appropriate for our
requirements,

M'ost ofa t'he explosions had some additional camera coverage from
one to all of ".,he f ollowing:

a. Dynafax: nominal 25,000 fps; 75mm f/3.5 lens wit~h 1-tisec
stop.

*A quarft dic, loaded hydrostatically on both circular sides, -'s known
to produce no electrical signal, In our use in the throw-away gages,
timea to equilibrium for the quartz crystalline st-ructL.ure appear to
have been long enough to produce a signal suitable; at least, to
indicate t-he existence of a pressure pulse.

*~The author is indebted to Mr. Donald L. Jonee, then at the Boulder
laboratorieB of the N~ational Bureau of Standards, for making these
nil --rowave meat ureynents.
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b. Fstax nomnalNoLTR 69-7)4
b. astx: omial5000 I'ps; 5Oimi f/8 lens

c. Eastman High Speed: nominal 2500 f'ps; 63mm f/~ lens.

2.3 Spectrographs (Photograp'hi1c).

a., Cenco: Grating, Catalog No. 87102. inverse dispersion '
-16 k/mm.Itolime resolution,.

b. Jarrell-Ash: Grating,, Model No. 78-000. inverse dis-
persion .ll A'/=. No time resolution.

c. Higr Prism, Medium Quartz E498. inverse dispersion,-5 A/mm at 220A 3k/an at 4000 1, and 200 " /mm -at 50I.Notime resolution. Field of view at charge (60 feet away when used
without a lens: 36 x 30 inches.

d. Cine Spectrographs: The streak instrument moved 70mm
film at 25mm/milisec; the frame instrument discontinuously produatd
5z spectra/millisec. The basic Instrument has beer described by
STEWART and HARRINGTON. Inverse dispersion by prisms varied on
both from about 40 k/mm at 2700 1 to about 400 I/mm at 6000 X.
Millisecond time markers were automatically provided on both instru-
ments. A novel feature of the freme spectrograph Is the availability
of light attenuators so that five different images of the spectrum
can be recorded simultaneously, at transmissici values of 100, 30,
10, 3, and I perc~ent. Both instruments are built sturdily for use in
the open. our two spectrographs were of Canadian design and manu-
facture* and differ in minor details from the descriptions by STEWART
and HARRINGTON.. Lenses were seldom used on. these instruments, which
we estimate have effective f/numbers of about f/6. in such use;without a lens, the field of view of either is about 20 x 20 feet at
60 Pe~et away.

e. AVCO Streak Spectrograph: This instrument was developed
by the Denvier Research Institute especially for use on these exploslonB.
Matched Eastman Aero-Ektar f/2-5 lenses are used for condenser and
collimator lenses, so as to present a 1:1 image ratio to the 600
dense-flInt-glass prf~sm. The slit system used is the Hilger & Wat-ts
F 1386 symmetrical aiit. A Bausch & Lomb f//4.5 10-Inch lens Is use-
to f'ocus the slit .)nto the rotating mirror c-f the AVrCO camera
(model MC300-1). This mirror streaks the spectrumn onto two pieces of'
'?Ctm film. As used, these fil=~ were often of differen-t spect-ral
"r-sponse to obtain more comprehensive Coverage per shot. We estimate
the effective f/number to be about f6

Writing speeds up to -.3.8,-x/'isec cani be obtained. K.at, often we
found that a speed -1.5mm/46ec was appropriate for these explosions.
No timaing markcers w=-fe available.

.ar Find ~d to D.P. A. Tate, DREO, Ottaws for making these
speetrographs available to s
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In use, the AvCO 1has always been focuBsd with a fused-quartz

lens on the charge or slightly ahead for a tangent view of the luminosity.

At the charge, usually 60 feet away, the AVCO could see a rectangle

that was varied slightly with requirements" in height, from I to 4 in.

and in width, from 0.04 to 1.0 in. When tsed to look directly at the

chrge, this view was focused at the center of the char e. Inverseenhargine 4047 •an 4ý- .8 /mm;

dispersion of the AVCO: between.Hg lines.4047 ar .38 " , -'80

between Eg lines 5460 and 5780 1, -.237 I/mm.

2.4 Spectrographs (Electronic).

a. Py-I: The Pyrometric Instrument (Py-T) was developed at

DRI for obtaining thermometric data on blackbody radiators and designed

to meet those particular needs (KOTTENSTETiiS). We -have, however,

found it to be a useful instrument for explosions. In this instrument

photodiodes (of the size used to read I.-card holes) were placed on

the back face of a prism; each sees only those wavelengths of the

light that are dispersed to it. Each photodiode integrates over its

own particular wavelength interval as a function of time, the output

being sent to an oscilloscope with p-second resolution. We estimate

that the response time of any photodiode was about 3 to 5 ýsec as

used with an Electron Tube Corporation Model K480 4-beam oscilloscope.

Five 'bands" -- that is, wavelength intervals -- could be used.

Unavailability of os'iilloscope channels usually lItIted our use to

only 3 bands. Two different Py-I versions were used for these exneri-

ments, We list the band passes for both '10% transmission points):

Shots 40-84 Shots 84-117

Range Peak Range Peak

Band 0 5160-5840 • 5330 • 4350-5300 1 4550

Band 1 5500-6350 5910 4850-59O0 5350

Band 2 6000-7150 6500 5400-7000 6400

Band 3 6650-8200 7310 6350-9500 7200

Band 4 750O-9660 8480 8100-11,250 9500

Fore-optics were used to see an area 2-3 in. in height by 1/4-3/4-in.

in width at the charge. This accepted light passed to a mirror and,

finally, to a prism before reaching the photodiodes.

b. Other photoelectronics: Although the rugged and reliable

Iy-I was the workhorse for photoelectronic measurements, u on occasion,

other detectors were used. These include Solar Cells, 1P22, 931, and

SD-100. In all cases these were used without fore-optics and, there-

fore, viewed the entire presented area of the explosion. These signals

were fed to oscilloscopes with i-.second resolution.
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2.5 Osciiloscopes, Two 4-beam oscilloscopes (Electron Tube
Corporation, Model K-4Wb) were available, giving a total of 8
available channels for recording. Sample records from Shot 55 are
shown in Figure C-2.

2.6 Films. A variety of films was used. On the cameras, color
films were a-' st universally used -- primarily Eastman High-Speed ER
and EF Ektachrome.

on the spectroscopes, 35mm and 70nm films were used: Eastman
Tri-X, Shellburst, High-Speed Infrared, 2475, and 2485.

2.7 Calibration. No intensity calibratios were made since our
interests were qualitative. Wavelength calibration was placed on
most spectral films by use of a mercury lamps prior to each shot. The
readily identified CH, Ca, Cat, and NaD wavelengths, nearly always found
on each explosion, could also be used for wavelength identifIcations.

2.8 Charges.

a. Various explosive materials were used:

STNT (cast and pressed)
pentolite (cast)
PM (loose powder and pressed)
RDX (loose powder)
NM + TNM (nitrcmethane and tetranitromethane, liquids)
RDX + TNM (solid below critical temperature)

b. Charges were usually spherical but cones and rectangular
blocks were also fired (see Table 1). Most cast charges were made at
the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and shipped to Denver for firing. Some,
however, were cast at DRI. All explosive materials came from the same
lot of material to avoid variations from lot to lot of the "same
explosive".

c. Only one type of detonator was used for all explosions --
Engineer's Special (Hercules). Only one failure to explode was en-
countered during the 117 events.

8
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FIG. I INSTALLATION OF INSTRUMENTATiON SHELTER OVER BECKMAN-WiIITLEY CAMERA AT DRI RANGE.
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05PENTOLITE EXPLOSIONS]
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3. TESrULTS

3.1 Typical Early Explosion History. A P-second Beckman-Whitley
color film was taken of eaeh explosion using a scotchlite background.

Black-and-white reproductions of selected frames from a sample film
(Shot 55) are given in Figure 6. in Frame 0 the charge has not yet

been boepletely detonated. The loose-powder charge was made by kaid-
packing RDX powder into a 5-inch diameter lucite sphere. Just before
firing the upper lucite hemisphere was removed, so that we see initially
in the films two different surface -- the lower hemisphere, lucite;
the upper hemisphere, RDX -- which have different radiating properties.
The four pointed objects to the right are micarta holders for pressure
sensors (Appendix C). The grid pattern which appears in the back-
ground was superimposed onto this particular film prior to the explo-
sion. The light grey backgrounds are scotchlite screens used to aid
in visualizing shockwaves.

By Frame 15 the fireball has passed over the quartz discs located
close to the points on the holders. The dark front about the bright
fireball is the airshock, which we can recognize more easily in
later frames when the airshock has left the fireball. The bright
spot in the center of the fireball is light, created at the scotchlite
screen by the explosion products being suddenly heated up by the
collision with the screen. The opacity of the RDX fireball is much
less than that of TMT fireball and the "reflected" light created at
the screen easily burns through the RDX fireball.

By Frame 27, the airshock has left the fireball sufficiently
behind to be easily recognizable. At this stage, the airshock has not
yet achieved the smooth front that appears later and the front still
carries some irregularities from the expansion of the explosion
products. We can see in this frame that the micarta holders have
remained intact even within the fireball.

In the subsequent frames, the airshock can be seen moving farther
away from the fireball. We note In Frame 41 that radiation is
excited at the support for the micarta holders by the airshock. The
yellow color of this light on the original color film suggests that
this light is from the sodium-D lines.

A-h. can first clearly be seen on our P-second films only
when the f"i-eball has expanded to 3 or 4 a (a = 1 charge radius).
These then appear as non-luminous, black f?ontg propagating away
from. the brightly luminous fireball. The time taken for the shock
or, better, the luminous front to reach 3-4 ao is of the order of
tens of L-second-, iay 30-50 Psec. By such times most of the light
in the blue and in the visible has disappeared on our spectral records.
(c.f., Appendix A). To find spectra from the airshock itself we
needed to locate the alrshock at much closer-in distances than 3-4 a0
and to separate, if we could, the airshock radiation from the
Intense fireball radiation.
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Many of our experiments were planned tcoward that end. We need
not describe them; they failed to reveal a luminous close-in shock.

SOne such experiment, for example, was tried twice (#87 and #88).
The intent was to increase the temperatures and pressures at the
front of the airshock by colliding it with another airshock. (We
did not want to reflect one shock off a target -- that would only
serve to increase impurity radiation.) The result of these airshock-
airshock collision experiments was to create more intense, longer
lasting wavelengths from fireball species.

3.2 Radius-Time and Derived Pressures. Measurements were made
of the luminous-front growth (arm thehce of the airshock, if it
could be detected) on our p-second films. These were made on a
Telereadex machine for direct processing by an IBM-7090 computer.
The results are given in Figures 7a through 7e. We make the
following comments:

a. Not all films could be read -- r-t data or fiducial
markers were missing, edge of image too Indistinct, etc.
The films are not all equally suitable for r-t data, since
the frame rate varies over a wide range. On many films we
were willing to obtain less sharp images (the exposure time I
per frame increases with longer interframe time) in order
to record for longer times. Typically, the non-luminous
shock caiinot be separated from the bright fireball until
about 5 or 6 ao. in Figure 7a, we purposely separated our
films into two groups: slow (interframe time -A4 Psec ormore) and fast (interframe time -2 Ibsec or less).

b. We measure distance from the center of the charge in
units of the radius of the -charge, ao: Ria0 . We measure__• time from the arrival of the detonation wave at the surface
of the cha ge. We first see light, therefore, on the
explosion at /a0 = 1 and (t 4 .)/T = 1, where T is the time
taken by the detonation wave to travel froxm the center
of the charge. Because the detonation wave is not symmetrical
and does not break out all over the charge at the same time,
measurements were made along several rays emanating from
the center of the charge and corrections were made to a
ccmmon value of time for R/ao = I and (t + ' )/T = 1 along
each ray.

c. Plotted in each Figure is a solid line from our WUMDY
hydrocode* for the theoretical curve, either for pentolite
or TNT.

d. We see that the experimental scatter is large. Partly,
this large scatter is caused by our not using the highest

S• These calculations are similar to those discussed by LUTZKY. They
are, however, not identical. These later results are believed to be
more accurate than the earlier results obtained by LUTZKY because
of a numnber of computational improvements. The author is indebted to
Mr. Delbert L. Lehto for carrying out these new WUNDY runs.

10



camera speeds available; but mostly, we think, the scatter
is inherent in the explosions themselves. The unusual
behavior of pentolite Shot 77 arO TNT Shot 17, lying far
above the other explosions is mystifying; we have not been
able to find an explanation.

e. For explosives other than TNT or pentolite we have used
the pentolite theoretical curve as a basis for comparison,
in lieu of explicit calculations for these explosives. The
scatter in these data seems less than that for TNT or
pentolite, RDX data being rather reasonably together.

f. Scattered throughout the plots of Figure 7, we have
included arrival times for p-t and ion sensors (see
Appendix C) when such data were available. in some cases
:reement is fair to good; in others, poor.

With the r-t data from these explosions we should have been
able to process, by one of our computer programs (such as discussed
in LEHTO and BEIIIVEAU, or in Part 2, or In RUDLIN 1967), the data
to obtain shockfront pressures. We could not do so.

The difficulties lay not so much in the scatter of the data which
is troublesome, but more fundamentally in the nature of the procedure.
This procedure involved fitting an arbitrary function to the r-t
data which was then differenaiAted to give shock velocity, these
velocities then being transformed to pressures via the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations. We found that the fundamental problem was that these
arbitrary functions (such as polynomials, log functions, etc.) could
not be forced to fit the close-in explosion data with any physical
significance. This was in distinct contrast to past situations
where far-out explosion data have been fitted with ease.

A new data-handling procedure, therefore, had to be developed,
which did not depend on arbitrary functions. We used the slope
between successive frames of a given film to give a velocity value
from which a pressure could be computed from a real-air equation of
state.

The results from this computer program for the close-in shock
pressures are given in Figures 8a through 8d. The scatter in these
computed pressures is so large that we have not drawn any "average
curve" through them. Instead, we hve superimposed the theoretical
curves of pentolite and TNT as a basis for comparison. About all
that we can conclude is that the theoretical curves make fair
"average curves" for pentolite and TNT. The scatter in these
pressure results is real -- that is, we have not forced it in by
the computational procedure -- and we can do no better because the
camera data themselves have large scatter.

3.3 Close-in Airshock Observations. Airshocks have been
C routinely observed leaving the iumino-ufirebaUl front at distances

of 5 to 6 ao. With especially good observation conditions we have
detected the airshock at 3 to 4 ao.
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On three occasions we were able to photograph airshocks at
distances < 3 1o. They are especially intriguing because they show
essentially non-luminous shockwaves at high enough pressures and
temperatures that we should expect luminous shockiwaves.

We proceed to discuss these three significant experiments in
some detail.

a. Experiment (1) Laser .hotography (#89-100): We planned
to filter out fireball light as much as possible and use a
laser beam to locate the airshock by refracted light off
a scotchlite screen. A set of shots (#96, 97, 98) is
shown in Figure 9a and b.

Pentolite spheres were detonated by placing detonators at
the top of the charge, accounting for the protuberances
visible at the top of charge. Black diagonal stripes were
painted on the usual scotchlite material to help in detecting
the airshock at an early time. A 20-kilowatt ruby laser
was used to probe for the airshock. The laser beam had
broadened to an ellipsoidal shape at the screen, of width
about 4 a . The laser pulse used was rather owd, consisting
of 100-nafosec pulses every 2 .sec for a total pulse duration
of --0.5 millisec. This pulse behavior accounts for the odd
appearance of the frames shown in Figure 9. Unless a frame
on the Beckman-Whitley camera and a laser pulse happened
to fall together, no light would Iave been observable on
the scotchlite screen.

In column c, Frame 3 (Figure 9a and c), is the earliest time
that we have detected the airshock in a straight-forward
pentolite explosion. A bright ring or halo of light sur-
rounded the fireball in Frames I and 2 and we see only a
slight indication of the dark shockfront in Frame 2. In
Frame 3 the shock first clearly appeared -- a dark ring
ahead of the bright halo seen in FrPae 2. The shock con-
tinued staying ahead of the luminous fireball throughout
the film. Because of the laser and the filtering, we have
reduced the time for first observation of the airshock to
about 4 ;sec and the distance to about 0.4 a from the
original charge surface. 0

We summarize these laser experiments: with suitable
photographic conditions the airshock can be detected at
less than half a charge radius from the surface of a pen-
tolite charge, at a time, roughly, of 4 Lsec. The airshock
appeared in front of the fireball luminosity, staying ahead
from then on. By 30 usec, or -3 ao, the airshock began to
separate from the fireball. During. this time, 4 tc 30 ýsec,
the shock speed averaged about 0.5 cm!1sec, or an average
Mach number of M = 17.

12
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b. Experiment (2) Convergent Shoecks '#108 and 109): With
the help of the laser light source we thae fruit-he air-
shock at less than 1/2 a., But, where Is the airzhock before

4 that? Thne fireball lightfront moves iso closely to the
airshock during these earliest stages of am, expiosionz th~atI
it makes observation of the airshock difficult, perhaps
impossible.

What we needcd to do was to separate the ahook frcm the
fireball. We hoped to accmplish 10tils b7 converging a
section of a upherical exploslon. Ase we converged, the
shock could move off from the f ireball -- since the shock

has no fundamental limitationse, whereas the chemical
reactions creat~ing the light, of t2.he fireball vczald likelyI
be rate limited. We pla:-Lned to create this convergen~ce
by ramning a aphevr.cal charge im.to t',h-- large end of a

conical cavity.

'fhe set-up used is ehown in Figure 1"). The cone was castI
'In a-in long block of ice, converging freci alb.out a5;.8i -imtrhl t he --g ~toaout a 0.5-in

diameter. hole at the smallI end. A mirror was placed at- a
slight distance frcw Ithe small end. The explosion wasI
Illuminated by the D-6 flash lar~p.
In the first frame of Figure 10 t~he 8-lb pen~t-olite sphereI
had 4ust gone, of 1. In Frame 4 the charge had e-xparsded a-.-
a lutminous, front within the cone cýan be seen. Ins Fram,4 11
this lt=inous front- was Just about, ready to leave the
blOck of ice, In Frame i5 ithe lumino-es materia~l had already

mvdoutý and away from the ice. On the- top of the block
adar shock can be ideen a centimster or two ahead oP theI

original fireball. ',"his non-Itmiinous shoock continued
pulling Phead in later frameB. In the next frsame sh'iown,
Frame 18, this shoick h,%ad excited some luminossitby of its
own, whl;:Oh cant be seen at the fCoot, of the shock and rising
in-tc the original f ireball. Probably, most of t~his 'Light
is from the fla-D- lines. In. the same Farxae 36.. a non-luminous
shnck had- Pormed aý-)crt the ejected luminous -material. AI
aecov~w puff of material hýA now bo,,n ejected frcm the hole
I.- the blo~k. Finally, in the last frame ahown. we see
that the non-luminous shock abc.-ut "the ejecta. had mored
several cenitimetern away f rom the matlerial. (nthe
origin~all color filmn, the first puff was still radiatirW,
in bril-liant white but the secondl pufr had cooled tCo a much
lower intensit~y than t~he first puff.) 'We also notIe that the
shock atzop the block of ice had fallen. behind its lumi~nous
front, which had now steepened and climbed up behind thIe
shoakfront.

We had not expected the phe~nomena, observed. We had expected
to see, first, a converged airshook, followed by the material
which forms the fireball. The pleturses of Figaure 10 do not

13
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show this converged airshock. ins' ,,,d the shock seems to

have been formed by the ejected puff of material.

But we have observed two non-luminous airshocks 4n this
experiment -- the eJecta shock and the shock atop the ice --

which are fairly strong shocks. The eecta shock moves
out at- 0.4 cm/ 1isec (M - 13): the ice-block shock,
approximately half this speed. If equilibrium conditions
could have existed, the ejeata-shock speed would have
corresponded to a temperature of about 55000 K and a pressure
of 300 psi.

c. Exp riment : An airshock has also been observed
closer in than 3-4 a0 on a hemispherical explosion of
(NI + TIM). This observation was accidential: The experiment
was designed primarily for other purposes.

Selected frames at an interframe time of about 2 usec are
shown in Figure 11. The two liquids, nitromet.-ane and
tetranitromethane, were mixed remotely into a lucite
hemisphere. The liquid surface was left open. The mixture
was fired with the usual Engineer's Special detonator.

T1he brilliantly luminous mound moved off the top of the
surface while the entire configuratlon expanded. By
Frame 7, a dark front can be seen on the original color film,
moving off to the right, a fraction of a centimeter ahead
of the luminous mound. This non-luminous shock Is not.
readily observable in the reproductions of Figure 11. It
extends from the top of the original. liquid surface to the
bcttom of the bright cap of light on top of the mound. In
frames after the first appearance, the dark front can be
seen advancing slightly away from the expanding right
vertical side of the mound.

The shock first appeared at about 14 psec, when the mound
had expanded about 0.8 ao and the lucite bottom had expanded
about 1.6 ao. The speed of the shock, over the first few
frames after first appearance, is roughly 0.6 cm/pisec (or
about M = 20). If the normal Rankine-Hugionot relations had
held for this shock, then the temperature would have been
1O,0000 K and the pressure about 8000 psi.

14
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4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Airshocks: Non-Luminous. We have attempted to understand
the earliest behavior of explosions in air through use of photographic
observations and other instrumentation discussed in the Appendices.
In particular, we have looked for details on when and how the airshock
is formed by an explosion. We usually have not been able to observe
an airshock until the explosion had expanded to 5 or 6 charge radii (a o )o
At about this distance we can readily see a dark, non-luminous front
(through use of a scotchlite background) the growth of which we can
tie to "he expected airshock frar, an explcsion. Under exceptional
observation conditions we can find the non-luminous sbockfront as
close in as 3 to 4 ao.

Prior to 3 or 4 a the airshock cannot be distinguished in normalSscotchlite photographyfrom the lur nous front (the fireball) produced
by the explosion processes. With t aid of a laser light-source and
selective filtering, we have been able to detect the airshock within
1/2 ao of the charge surface. Not until about 3 a0 did we detect
separation of the airshock from the fireball in these laser photographs.
As in the normal-scotchlite photography, we distinguish the air3hock
in the laser photographs as a non-luminous dark 'ront observable ahead
of the brightly luminous fireball and have, therefore, labeled che
airshock a "non-luaminous" shock.* Since the airshock was traveling
at speeds greater than M = 17 from 1/2 a to 3 a 0 , we might have
expected luminosity to have been produced at the shockfront.

But in these spherical-explosion experiments, confirmed by the
convergent-cone photographs (Fig. 10) and by the liquid-explosive
photographs (Fig, 11), we ,ave observed strong airshocks without
(significant) luminosity.

Perhaps, the dark front we have observed is not really a shockfront,
All we can really claim in a scotchlite experiment, when a dark front
is observed, is that a change in the refractive index of air was
present. In neutral air, a change in refractive index can only be
produced by a charge in density. So, re can claim that a density
perturbation, perhaps a discoftiinuity, moving at speeds like 0.5 cm/usec

*We cannot determine the radiance of the airshock with respect to
the irradiance of the laser beam or of the D-6. In the scotchlite
techfique the shock is observed by refraction of an external, directed
beam of light. If the self-luminostty of the shock were equal, or
greater, than that of the beam, it is unlikely that the shock would
be detectable. The observation of a dark front, on the other hand,
suggests that the self-luminosity of the shock is less, or even much
less than that of the beam at the shock. If the self-lum~nos~ty of
the alrshock were intense enough, then we should have observed shocked-
air radiation in the spectral measurements.

** Similarly, non-luminous shockwaves have been noted In electrcmagnetlc
shock tubes. MUNTENBRUCH has given a review of Western observations
with T-tubes, conical theta and Z-pinch tubes. No comparable review
of the extensive Russian work has yet been made.

15
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were. observed in our experiments. For our moaiey, suca a fast moving
density variation is a shock.

We make no attempt to explain wly the airshocks in these explosions
are non-luminous, although several explanations might be proposed.

We would like to emphasize that the airshocks awl the luminous
fronts in these explosions are not one and the same. In our experiments
the airshock and the luminosity front could be considered to travel
together until about 3 a,; by 5 or 6 ao, the airshock has separated
significantly frcm the fireball. For other exploeivQt or other
experimental conditions, sa- high-altitude conditions, these numbers
may be very different. The point is: we cannot be certain of the
airshock motion by looking at motion of the luminous front in KE
explosions.

4.2 Rad9us-Time Growth and Derived Pressures: The radius-time
data from our films of a fi-Arly large number of explosions display
an unexpectedly large amount of scatter. Although wt did not try
to optimize these date, sacrificing 'ims-resolution for longer viewing
times, we do not believe that we can attribute much of this scatter
to the measurements. Rather, we think that explosion luminosity is
by its very nature irreproducible. This point of view is net
inconsistent with the presence of "-impurities-" suggested by the
spectral analyses of Apperdix A.

Airst,)ck pressures, derived fran application of the Rankine-
Hugonlot eouation to the scattered radius-time data, are widely
scattered. But there does seem to be rough agreement of the
theoretical pressures with an "average" curve through the data for
TNT and pentolite explosions.

4.3 Exr-losion Spectra: Most of the information recorded on
spectral {nstruentHat ion comes from the earliest g-seconds of explosion,
when the explosion radian e is at its greatest values. If shocked-
air radiance is to be observed on these explosions, it should be
detectable on spectra of the earliest times of explosion. Further,
since we could not detect the airshock closer-in than about 1/2 a0
with photography, we were especially determined to find sone evidence
of the airshock at closer-in positions than 1/2 ao with the spectral
observation.

But we have found no evidence in arn of our spectra of species
that we would heve expected to have been produced by an airshock
(Appendix A).

(The spectral results, therefore, do not aid us at all in
Sunderstanding the alrshock phenomena. We inclu-e our spectral results
in this report, primarily, for possible use where interse iuminosity
might be of Interest, such as laser pum.ping, or for possible purposes
of explosion detection.)

16
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We began th, clcse-in experiments described in this report to
clarify the deta ils of airshock formation that were first examined
in Part I. Those results suggested the existenne of an airshock,
formed at the surface of the explosive at zero time, resulting frem
the transmission of the detonation shockwave from inside the explosive
into the outside air.

We arrived at the existence of such a transmitted shockwave from

observations of the motion of the luminous front created by the
explosion. We thought that this luminous front was the airshock.
We were wrong. The present results indicate that the luminouj front
is not produced by shock-excited air species. However, since the air-
shock and the luminous front travel indistinguishably together in
normal photooraphic films until about 3 or 4 ao, our conclusions mL
the existence of a transmitted airshock obtained from those luminous-
front data of Part 1 turn out to be correct. In fact, our detection
of the existence of an airshock as close as 1/2 ao serve to confirm
that picture of a transmitted airshock.

The question may well be raised: but where is the airshock from
the c-harge surface to 1/2 a 9 Our observations her- cannot tell us.
Much more sophisticated tecihnques will be necessair- to detect the
airshock in the intense luminosity of this stage of explosion. But
we offer the following argument to suggest that the airshock must
be present from 0 to 1/2 ao, despite ou-; failure to detect it.
We have observed that it takes a fair amount of time to form an
airshock in an explosion. Specifically, for example, the time needed
for the Ojecta material to form an airshock in the convergent-cone
experiment (Vig. 10) was about 12 to 15 psec. But in the laser
experiments we detected the airshock at about 4 Uwec (time from
charge surface to 1/2 ao0 ,. We would argue that this is too short
a time for the shock to have been formed outside of the explosive
and that the shock must have existed at zero time. That is to say,
the detected airshock must have been the transmitted airshock.

Along with these photographic observations of the airshock, we
have attempted to use sensors to pinpoint the lacatioLa of the shock-
wave. Our experiences are described in Appendix C. We have used
these records to put together a -new model for the main release of
explosion energy after the formation • the transmitted airshock
in Figure C-8.

17
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E
TNT EXPLOSIONS

-, HEMISPHERES (SHOTS 13, 14, 15)

o SHPERES (SHOTS 72, 73, 80)0

* MIXED SPHERES (SHOTS 16, 17, 29)

CURVE: WUNDY TNT
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RDX EXPLOSIONS

F WITH LUCITE COVER (SHOTS 53,54)

O WITH LUCITE BOTTOM (SHOTS 55. 57, 60,
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E- SPHERICAL EXPLOSIONS

o NM + TNM (SHOTS 56, 58, 84)r RDX + TNM (SHOI 67)

E2 PETN (SHOTS 21, 27)
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APP*-7DI'X A: 8PECMR 0OF EXPW31S0-MS I
A-LI: Qeneral appeare-ace of a apuetrun. of ari exploslon

eJl." dppe--4 on a large rtumber. of 1;arib~bles, only a ?(-w of1 w~hich can
At,4 th chr-- ".the spectmii wIll oee on

be i'a., os..:Oi 1.0. Qpe~

utle radtsýinq apecieg rialeased or erer~ed by thi exp..--eion --- the

-dill~ f uumber, 11Mfet-4re- An gew-ietrAcal d.'t'atri bi'-,ior t~hesa
S3,,c4L-_ over bol._ an area andr~ an uptlical depkr-h. The spectruma also

wll depend on the slhape of tche tcharga and the hydrodlynamic time

fpreportiortsI to the ecube roo~t of charge veight); b-oth ser--?e to

det~erm-ne &.,w lc~n th±e rediating snecies Will. remain In t1he flield of

* v~w o't-:e ape ctrograph a:Y_ how "'ast the radiatnrs might. charige in

tin.e. At the zpeectirograb,.I 'Che specttrxun will depend on all thle

"~amiliar variables_ -- disperesion, effective Z/-numnber, B!"'tC sze.
type of lenaes., etc, 'n addition, we have 1ZrourW that '%-he exnlosikop

spectrum -- w-hi--0h appears to'be a colleatton of' hundred2 of l-ints

* &nd bands, nlyr~it - for onl.y a few pseccrids -- 7aries de.-

cisively 'vi~th sac.ii- urn-t-erIneed aztects of '.,he film. :11hat is to
Spy, r-eni1o o beelnes and-4 bards -,n a given :,iece f film
depends In nbeofierrelated factors between film and sp.vc-

trogr.aph, above and be-yond the grain size, rezolving power, or the

acut-anc:e of th-e Afilm. For examrle, Shellbur~t, film and. High Speed

Irnfrared f!Ilm are ranked abouvt 'the spame in the three characteri.,t~tc3

above, h~bis hst~ing a. hizlher acutance class anA a sllghtly lower

Dcpe ed ratirs. For -;ecognizine spect'ral festures, hc-vever ,we nave

f ound the Infrared film more des-.'rablIe,
BY Hspealtral feature", we reaa a 11lne or barri for xhich. we Cep3.

measure a wavelerigth. Therefore, a sp-ectral feat-ure must be dlstl'n-

suishable fran its backgrou~nd, first of all, bi~t also h~ave a suffi-
ciently sharp. density gradient, if we are to f.4,nd a r~iace on t-he

feature to measure frorm. In our spcctrel reconxis we may oft-en not-

find featulr-es because (1) tChe feat*ure is too dim 'Lc Permit a

saýt.il-c;or-Y eas-urem~entý or (2 the feat~ure Is not- suriacient:y

*recos~niza=be fr.cm~ Its brighit background It"o per-.,it suchi a measurement,.

Both Inappen, often on the same record. In the jeep blue, features

are usually too dim: lai the deep red, the b-ackgro-und is usually too
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bright. Parts of explosion spectra often do look like ccntirnua, so
that spectra) features might be expected to be absent. Often,
however, these "continua" can be cleaned up, perhaps by increasing
dispersion or decreasing exposure.

We cannot claim that no explosion continua exist. There are a
number of processes that produce continua that might be anticipated

in an explosion. Often, apparent continua do appear, resulting
from overlapping or overexposure, or perhaps even scattering in the
spectral film. The creation of an apparent continuum can be seen
in the AVCO spectrum of Shot 78 of Figure A-I. In this experiment
a piece of glass was placed a small distance from the surface of
the charge. When the radiating species reached the glass, the light
intensity was dramatically increased (probably through an increase
in temperature when the explosion particles were brought to rest at
the glass). So intense was the light that it burned past the film

spectral cut-off (on the right).

We have given in Figures A-I through A-6 a random sampling of
explosion spectra as seen from different explosives, as seen byr

different spectrographs, and as seen by different films. The

figures are mostly self-explanatory and we make only some brief

comments.
a. The appearance of most explosions on the AVCO streak
spectra are rather similar. The total duration of much
of the light lasts only a few p-seconds (the light evident
on these records before marked zero time is rewrite on the
continuously recording records). Intensity increases from
the blue, cut-off Just below CN 3883 A in all AVCO records,
to the red, where the film response cuts off the record.

Only a few bright, strong spectral features stand out, and

these same radiators on nearly all records: CA 3934, 3968 1,

CN 4216 ; band, Ca 4227 ý and the Na-D lines 5890, 5896 A.

The four lines running the height of the film with equal

intensity are Hg calibration lines that were burned in prior

to the explosion. (We should note shot 75 in Figure A-2, which

is unlike all other spectra shown. The charge was cast with

aluminum added to the pentolite mix. We see that the intensity

A-2
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distribution is much like the other pentolite shots, but

some lines and bands are recognizably different. ON is

not detectable: nor are the Ca lines. Ca 4227 ý still

remains. The new bright radiators are Al 3^4 and 39062

and the AlO bands.) Intensitites do vary frcmn explosive to

explosive but these prints can be misleading, In Section A-2

we shall look at photoelectric measurements which are more

reliable for intensity. The aualitative comnparison iii

Figure A-4 for 9, 32, and)0 lb TNT spheres Is -orrect,

since the fil,•ewere exposed and processed uvrer similar

conditions and the charges were cast from the same powder at

Identical conditions. We can see in this set of prints

rather easily how the increased hydrodynamic times of the
explosions lead to different-lookfng spectra, even though

the radiating species must be identical in these three
explos ons.

b. In Figure A-5 are typical millisecond spectra from

the streak Cine Spectrograph. The rectangular-looking
portion of the spect-rumm to the blue Is not real. The

height results fran the slit-height used on the Inrtrtmnent.

When the explosion light first reaches an Intensity

sufficient to record, all light is integrated over a time

approximately equal to that time to cross the height cf

the slit. Th!s slit time for all records in Figure A-5

Is -10C, usec, e:xcept for !1C which is 200 psec. Any light,

sufficlent to record, that appeared at any time during the
f•.rCt 10 (or 2'e',^ usec would appear in the rectangular

portlon. Onl-- if it persisted beyond ICC (or '2C- usec

would 1_t be streaked beyond the r-ictangle. :e sej that

only wavelengths above, say. -22(0 ; erssted lnger than

the slit time. Most of the exTlosion srectra sh'wn last]-:.

only about 1 milisec -- that Is, had intensity s'.ic•!.ent

to record for about 1 millisec.

Exposure condit~ons were abcout ident'cal for all the shots

in Figure A-5. spectral coveraga ranged frio' about 330C

in the blue to film cut-off in the red. The !ntense explosion

A-3
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light has overexposed many of the fiMrs. The typical dip
In all films, which occurs at about 5000 or so, can be
Peen to be filled In by the intense light. The exception

might be #qR, which 'iad an especially deep dip in film
ten-sitivity. But even here we can see light scattered into
the dip,

Finally, we note that the millisecom' spectrum for J484 in
?11gure A-5 is very different from the jp-second spectrum of
#E4 In Figure A-'. Since the two instruments have rather
comparable light-gatihering capabilities, we assume that the
(mINM + NM) explosion developed it's 'Light intensity several

u-seconds later than did the other materials.

In Figure A-:5 the sharp black lines on I`72 are scratches,, not,
absorption lines. In 1176, an absorption line can be seen
at the Na-doublet, which goes frcm emission to absorptiorn
with time.

c. Sample spectra from the Hilger, with no time resolution,
are given in Figure A-6. T'he Superior capability of the -9
Hilger toa resolve lines and bands in the blue, which do not
appear at all or appear to be: contlinua on the ttime-resolving
instruments, suggests a dyniami c-exposure problem in obtainingR
emplosIon. spectra. In the time-resolving instruments light
Is swept by a particular grain on the fIlm. In the HiI2ger
the lig'ht dwells orn a particular grain for as long a t~ire

as the Int~ensIty is sufficient -to r-ecord. The Hilger, thus,
records hundreds of lines in the- blue, wh~ch are readily
measured on the originals bu't notC in the reproductions in
Ffgurne A-6. T1hIs desirable reco-rding ability in the blue,
hcwever, le-ads Ito overexposure In the -red. Ln!,es- and bands
seldom can be rec:ognlzed above, say. 5000 ~

A-1.2: TAent~f~catl-on of Spectral -Features
Ao1.2t;. Construct on of Tab _e AI. In Table A-1 we have

compiled wave lon~gths *or the soect-ral featuores that. we have found on
our e xr- s'.1 ons , w 1 t hou t regard for the exploslve material. in

c=.pIlling the wa',!?lengtlhs, we took only those values that occurred on~

A-4
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several shots. A far longer list would have been obtained had we

listed all wavelengths that have been mea3ured. The reason for

our caution lies in the difficulties in identifying, and measuring,
a feature on these spectral records. There are, probably, hundreds

of lines and bands produced by an explosion -- we list over 400 in
Table A-I. In many records these features blend into an urmeasurable

"contlnuum." On a given explosion different types of film respond
differently to the explosion light. Thus, HIgh-Speed Infrared film

might give easily recognized lines, whereas these same feat.ires would
be unrecognizable on Tri-X or Shellburst film. Explosion light,

furthermore, Is not especially reproducible, Presumably identical

charges can produce different looking spectra. 7he overall average

picture Is nearly the same, but recognition of the features (lines
or bands) will be variable. On a given explosion and a given film,

the intenalty varies over a wide range. Spectral features can

hardly be found in the ultraviolet range b-.cause the intensity level
is so low. Spectral features are even harder to find in the near-

infrared range because the intensities are so high that lines and

bands merge into one another.

Lifetimes also cause difficulties. Most of the features below
5000 1 last only a few U-seconds. Those ajuve 5COC P last for milli-

seconds. On a u-second-resolutLon record many ol these short life-

time features just do not show up as individual lines but rather
as a "continuum." In fact, we have never been able to resolve the
CN 3R93 1 seauence structure (and below) on our AVCO records. T1he
structure is clear on our millisecond jine spectra and clearest on

our time-inrependent spectra. The long lifetjme radiatirs, especially
at 6000 I and above, give trouble in che other direction. This Dart

of the spectr-um is always badly overexposed on any spectrum obtained
from any spectrograph slower than the AVCO. (And on most AVCO records

the dee_ red is slightly over-exposed because of the tremendous

intensity produced by the explosion species in the deep red.)

* Because of these dlfficult 4 es with explosion spectra, we have
read records unconventionally. A given spectral film was enlarged

to about 4X a.nd printed onto various papers, exposures were varied
on a given paper, and dodging used for various parts of the 3pectrun.

A-5
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Upon occasion L( to 12 manipulated print3 were made of one filim;
more typically 4 to 6 prints were made. Spectral features were,

then, recognized and marked on the prints with a needle, several
diffe-ent prints of a film always being necessary to find all the

features. The needle holes were subsequently read with a Bausch
ar.d Lomb Measuring Magrdfler (Catalog No. 81-34-35), with O.rin

markings. Wavelengths could usually be obtained by fitting a

Hartman curve to three recognizable wavelengths produced by the
explosion, such as CA 3934, Ca 4227, and Na 5893, or to mercury wave-

lengths usually placed on the spectral film prior to the explosion.

Clearly, this procecure for reading the spectral features Is inac-

curate ompared to the conventional procedures. But we Justify it
on the basis that we were able to find hundreds of features that
otherwise would have gone undetected. With a given type of explosive

and type of film the spectra from a given spectrograph could be
read with a reproducibility of a few Angstroms. If the explosive,

or the film, or the spectrograph were changed, the uncertainty
increased -- but that increase is not so much caused by the reading

procedure as it is by the problems of recognizing a feature.
Wavelengths found from prints of our explosion records are

listed in tne first four columns of Table A-l, under the appropriate
spectrograph heading. Since the recognition problems differ for

each instrument, the f-llowing comments should be noted.

AVCO: u-second resolution. Only species that were formed
during the first few Li-seconds can be observed. Spectral
features can be recognized only above 3 P3 •. Below, only

a blurred continuum appears. Response into the red goes
out as far as the available films go, say 90,00 A, but the
dispersion becomes poor above, say 6CCC A, making both
recognition and wavelength measure'-nts of features difficult.

The AVCO 7olumn represents a su.mma-y 27 exlosions of TNT,
pentolite, RDS. (NM 4 NM), and ,RDX NM). Films included

T':-'<*. Shellburst, 2475. and Hlgh-7peed Infrared,

CIn-: millisecond resoll.• •on. Both streak and frame
spectra available. The slit height used determined that

lght on the streak Instrument was integrated In time over

A-6
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the first 100 usec or so. On the frame instrument the

first spectrun could appear at any time during the first

200 psec. Spectral features can be recognized down to

3000 1 upon oc,-asion; more typically, down to 3500 .. In

the red end, response was limited by the films to about

9000 A: but thb d'spersion, similar to that of the AVC0,

makes recognition" increasingly difficult above 6000 . The

Cine column represents 16 explosions of ThT, pentolite,

PETN, and (NM + iTNM). Films included Tri-X, Shellburst,

and High Speed infrared.

Grating: no time resolution; opened before a shot and

closed afterwards. Grating spectrographs havP been wholly

unsatisfactor'y for explosion spectra. Despite a number

of attempts only two readable grating records were obtained--

one Cenco and one Jarrell-Ash -- and compiled in Table A-1.

The wavelength rarge on both runs from about 3900 to 5900 A

for readable features. For both spectra 3-lb :-pntolte

spheres were fired. The films were both 24751.

Hilger: no time resolution; opened and closed manually.

Because of its superior response under explosion conditions,

the Hilger records can be read down to about 2500 . In

the red end the Hiuger offers poor recognition. Overexposure

is greater on the stationary film than on the moving films

of the AVCO and the Cine instrumients. Because of its

superior dispersion, however, some details can be recognized

out to the film cutoff. The Hilger column represents

Sexplosions, including pentolite, RDX, and (TNx N-), Films

included Shellburst. 2475, and High Speed Irfrared.

Because of these instrument variations and the variations in the

explosion material, entries in the first four columns of Table A-1

are not directly comparable. Upon occasion all four columns list'_

the same wavelength, such as 3965q or 4227 1, radiated by Ca and

Ca. Such agreement- are caused by strong radiators, easily recognizable

on any film; there are not many such radiators Identifiable in

explosion spectra.

A-7
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Because of the recognition problems, we find it difficult to

on reproducibility of' the wavelength values Lfrmr one explosion film

to another off the same spectrograph and from one spectrograph to

another on the same explosion, we would estimate thar_ waveleng-th

accuracy runs about t 1 to 3 A below 4000 1, ncreazing to aboiut

5 P' below §ýYc A, and thereon increasing continuou~ly tCo perhaps

t 30 1 in the Infrared. These estlimates were used in asaIgning

IdentifIcations InL the tCable,

c~npled -1.2.2: What Species Shall We Look For? Now thtwehv

compledoutr list of wavelengths produced by an explooaioTn? we begin

the search to identify what radiators miIght be prodi-cing the light.

If ue assume, along -with much oil explo!!Ion literature, that, the

early explosion luminosity is produced by air spec-ies, exci.ted by

the shockwave, then we can go to theoretical pred-1c-1ilons for the
radiation fran; hot air. Such predipctions vsr-y, off course. ;-It-h

the temperature of the air. Frcn hydrocodde compi;tations --f rCntolit-

explosions (su-%ch- as those by LL'TZ1K') we fIrA that, the shock t~emperature
u--n th is-fwCscnso'so

night be ~-<0 K durn h frtewuscnsosock motion.

:Ince shock temperatures are notoriously dependlent, on zone sizes lised

In the hydrocode, we might be suspiclous and prefer to estimate 1rom.

experiment~al data. From RIJDLIN ('L962') we estimatle that the 'Luminosity

front moves from an explosion at samewthere between 1 and 0.1, cmAPsec,

at least "'or t~he first few u-seconds. From tChe tables of WILLETT we

find that the corresponding shock temperatiur'es, If this lumrInous

fron't is a shock, would be somewhere between 7500 and 16,,000 K.

Futtng both estimatps togetheýr, we, then,look at theoretical pre-

dictions for sea-level air, shocked to a temperature somewhere

between -,C0K

Anumber of theoretical rr-edictl!ons for hot air at equilibrium

have bpen made. AmPonrst the best known are those by various AVCO
People (such, as AT.I7N0 and 1)y 3REENEF et a" . Those by BRETITE are most

convenient 'or looklrng at; variations with wavelength. There are

importanz. .41 -erenccs am~ong the rredlctb.,_onr_ but all agree in the

f7'ollowing- d~s.-uss4.on, There h:-s been. veryj little work done on ncn-

equilibrium predlict'lons.
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Radiation from air in thermal equilibrium occurs In two very
dilerent regimes, Below about 8 -10,O00°K radiation should come

from molecular transitions, such as those from N2 or from products

for•med such as NO, Above, say, 12,OO0K such molecules can no longer
exist and the radiatLon should come from excited atoms, molecular

ions and from electron t.'ansitions, both free-free and free-bound.

In other words, at the low end of our temperature estimate, air
radiation should be strongly dependent on the chemical species

present and we would; thererore, expect to see many s-pectral features

on cur records Zrcm The banded structure radlated by molecules. On
the other hand. at the high end of our temperature estimate electron
tran4-ttions shculd predominate leading to a str'ong continuum on our

records, with sore band st..ucture from Ionized molecular species,

such as N2  especially since this is a ctrong r and atcrmlc

species such as N, since there Is so miuch of It in aiT,

Examination of our spectrsl recor~ds quickly sggsts that high-

temperature air is not present. First, continua -o not ppear to be

present (when resolution .'Is .. enoug ; seccnd, ato.- c , .nes of

N and 0 are not clearly present (permltted lines- that is --

forbidden lines may be Fresent): and thj: N2 + n be ooca1ly

i dent-ifNed.

Therefore, we go to the pow e r eredictions. Fr<.

SBREE.h we fInd, for 6,000°K eculi'brium a4r. that tha strong

radiators should be -- roughly in order of diminishing intenssity-

0 (fUeee-boundi)

C., (S chumaun-Runre

NO(:+):

N12 (2-ý)

NO (In*:rar.ed

0 (free-free).
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We also V±ir that the predicted Intensity, integrated over the
radiators above. decreases from the blue tc- the red. This variation
with wavelernth is not at al! 'ý-hat we see on explosion spectra,
where intensity increases from the blue to the red.

This difference between predictions and our spectra makes us
suspicious that the explosion luminosity does not come from hot air,

We become more auupicious if we look at spectra as a function of
time. If the early luminosity is created by the airshock, then this
luminosity must g-i out at some time when the. airshock no longer is
sufficiently strog to excite air species. Subseauently, the
luminosity would then have to came from the explosion products left
behind the alrshock. Thus, there must necessarily be a distinct
break, or change in the spectrum, when the shocked air cea-ses
radiating and the "fireball" light comes through. We have seen no
evidence of such a break in any explosion spectrum or photographic
film.

We are not quite yet ready to tbrow away the airshock concept
at this point -- perhaps (1) the theoretical variation with wavelength
is wrong (after all, equilibrium calculations hardly describe the
complex non-equilibrium processes behind an explosion shock); or
(2) the break is so smooth as to be undetectable.

At any event, we lay aside, for tbemoment, the airshock as the
source for explosion light and speculate on other possibilites.
There are many physical phenomena in which light is created by thp
release of ene-,yv. We review briefly some of the spectral features
of these.

Flames: GAYDON (1961) has given an excellent summary of
flame spectra -- which we might suppose would be somewhat
similar to explosion spectra. (Energy re"..ased and tam-

k peratures reached in explosions are, however, much larger

than those in flames,) In flames, speetral details do vary
somewhat with the burning materials and with the richness

..- r A critMcal discussion of some of the assumptions and the complexities

"in making these predictions for air has been given by BAUIER

A-10
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in a given flame. A rich mix can produce a continuum which
approaches closely the blackbody contireium.* -

Pre-mixed hydrocarborns bhow an outer cone with strong (M:
bands, some continuum innthe blue, and some -02 -bando.

The inner cone produces most of the 1'lame idght In the
visible from C2 (Swan) and Ca, along -with some OH iand iCEC•
bands. In hotter flames, (near 6toichorm%-tric with oxygen).

additional bands of C2 afd CH appear, perhaps with CO
(4th positive) bards. In klames with combined nitrogen
ON (viole t) is very strong but w6ak in flames with*1 molecular

nitrogen.

In other typesa of fames ether ba•nds can appear. For example:

flames of CO + 02•ho�.-the (Soh1t.nnn-Runge) bands super-
imposed on a strong continurm; flames with NO show st'ong
CN bands, some NO 1,Y) bands, and H at 3360 1; ard, finally
flames of IL with No (or NHwith 02) *how the M., OH,and
NH bands.

In a detonated gas, such as a hydrocarbon plus Q2, there
appears mostly continuum and not the vsual C2 and CH bands.
Gaydon makes the pertinent comment that most people
(including spectroscopists) are familiar with discharge-tube
spectra and have come to regard those spectra as normal.
But in discharges excitation is by relatively fast electrons,
accelerated In the external electric field and is quite
Sdifferent from that which occurs under equilibrium conditions
by thermal means. We can readily verify Gaydon's comment
by trying to find our explosion spectra 1_n the usual spectral
tables compiled for the usual sources, such as the arc,
spark, or discharge tube, in which strong external electric
fields are present; there is no correlation.

Natural Phenomena: Very rich an.d complex spectra can be
produced by 13-gm charges which do not produce a shockwave

. .ie~ers (NOL �nternal Memorandum of 7 February 1966 on "Optical
"A •Spectra from Burning TNT") has found that TNT, lit with a match.

produces a continuum, similar to that of a 8060K blackbody, and the
sodium. doublet at 5890 and 5896 1.

A-II
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(nE1M) -- at least, shockw*aves are not produeed untfl. "Late
time. 'PiEts eaclusion~ was that light was created in
,hose experiments, by collisions, of partioe" ree-d orI

oreated, by teexplosi on with the ambieit gs- oi-a
collisions. %a right ank, tben, what are the spectra of
6 ingie-partiole pphenamena like met-eora, camets5 or even
man-m~ade reentry bodies?

BRONSMITEEN has giv'en an excellent smnmary or zoeteor spectra:

these spectra eonsist almost wholly of atwid (neutral

and ionized) lines of the elemients comnprising the meteor.
Somne e~vidence of H2 (27) band~s has been reported. Trhe
forbidden t- line at- _557T I hat, be-n- f ounh in the wake
h~ehind falat meteors but the -aaccmpanyng -forbldden. -Inhes

at 300 and 6360 k have not been f ound. The glowing meteor
body itself Is- not generally cmev~. a~u aillmJP1ets
of the elements seem to be fa-yored In meteor spectra. For

instance, the Fe =11tip-Itts 2, 4,4,42ad4 a-re

eepecelally Intense ofa the 'nearly 100 multiplets of Fe found

in meteor sptctra. Many of the most intense lines of meteor

spectra seem to fit our explosion spectra; and we have
used such Identifications in our table. 7hese identifications

include- Na, Mg, Al, Ca, Ca+., Cr, Fe, Co, and "NI. We shall
f ind that the N2 (1+) bands reported for meteors do not
appear in our explosion spectra.

That explosion spectra and meteor spectra have some spectral
lines in ca~mon is not terribly surprising. An explosion

* particle will contain many impurities that can be excited

by collisions with air molecules -- especially the excitations
requiring only a few electron volts. Our explosion particles
move out f rom the charge at speeds like 1 em/tisec; meteors

move at speeds like 1.5 cm/psec (slow) to 5 cm/iisec, (fast)
when their luminosity first appears (altitude -100 kan for

east a-,- 75-100 )an for slow).

On the other hand, that there should be arq agreement between
spectra of comets and of explosions is, indeed, surprising.

A-12
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A comet is thought to be a cold, icy body unable to supply

the excitation energy itself for luminosity. The observed
luminosity is believed to be fluorescence radiation excited
by the sun and is supported by observations of the luminosity

dependence on distance from the sun. [
SWINGS has given an excellent summary of ccmetary spectra
w1hich we will now use. In comet heads identification is

* pretty certain of OH, NH, CH, CN, C2, C3 NH2 , +and a;

less certain are OH+, Fe, and Ni. In the tails, which can
extend to thousands kilometers, found c, X2  , P
CH+, and probably Olt+. Metallic compounds such as the

hydrides (possibly Na,, KE, MWp, CAR, AIR, aud siM) may be
present but wavelength uncertainties have made identification
uncertain. O-ides (FeO, MgO, and CaO) have been looked for;
but, again, identification is not certain. A number of
prominent wavelengths hirVe not been identified.

The radiation from certain species in comets can differ a

little to very much from that from those same species in
the laboratory. For example, the ON (violet) bands appear
strongly in comets but the ON (red) bands hardly appear, if
at all. Both usually appear strongly in the laboratory.

We have found that wavelength coincidences of explosion
spectra with cometary values are remarkable and have used
the cometary identifications in Table A-I. We have not
always agreed with the cometary identifications; and we
give identifications in Table A-l.whicb we think are more
appropriate for explosions.

There are other natural phenomena, the spectra of which are
pertinent to us: these are lightning, auroras and airglow

(including nightglow and dayglow). The first, lightning, we
can dismiss rather quickly, since the energies involved are
too high to produce many species of interest to us. The

others, auroras and airglow, aannot and should not be dis-
missed so readily. But these are too complex to review inI =
so hasty a manner as we have the spectra of flames or comets,

A-13
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and we refer the reader to the basic book by CHAMBERLAIN
and the more recent one by McCORNAU. We do note, however,
that a niuber of airglow species do seem to appear on
explosion spectra. The forbidden bands of 02 seem .unmistakable

on our spectra. Less certain are forbidden lines of 0 and

N -- the auroral, nebular, and trarsauroral transitions.

The 42 (1-) sequence at 3914 1 is bright in many atmospheric
phenomena but is not especially so in explosion spectra.
Laboratory Sources: In addition to the familiar arc and

spark spectra of spectral tables, there are many other 2
sources for spectra in the laboratory -- electric-wire

explosions, shocktubes, electromagnetic (shock) tubes,
microwave excitation, laser excitations, etc. We have not

found that these sources produce spectra that would be of
particular help in identifying explosion spectra. A large
amount of work on air has been carried out in shocktubes.

Most of this, however, has been done with. "equilibrium air", .
after reflection of the shock at the downstream wall of the

tube. Pew measurements have been made of the incident
(before reflection) shock. Species found for shocktube
equilibrium air do not appear to agree with our explosion

species.
A-1.2.3: Assignment of Species: In Table A-I we have usually

listed several species for each unknown wavelength when these species
all seemed equally plausible. In some instances, we havq not been
able to assign any species. Upon occasion we could only find one,
or perhaps two, possible species. Our listing of several species

for a wavelength does not mean that all these species were present,
although that may have been true. It simply means that all the
possibilit•es seemed reasonable and we had no basis for further
selection.

A number of assumptions have gone into our choices for the
radiating species listed. These include:

a. We have assumed that ccmetary and meteor species are
] -. favored in explosion spectra and have given particular

emiphasis on fitting the wavelengths from these species to

our known wavelengths.
A-i14
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b.We have chosen the species of lowest energy (if known)

for listing. Even so, we have given preference to a species

that fitted the largest number of unknown wavelengths, V

without regard to the energy. Sc. 

We have given particular emphasis to those species

identified from 13-gm explosions in air (REED) when these

seemed to fit. There may well"be big differences in the

excitation conditions for the 13-gm explosions and for

these larger explosions -- for the-latter a shockwave was

present at the earliest times. ManycT the 13-gm species. how-

ever, appear to be present. Since 09 species were particularly

prominent on the 13-gm spectra, they will also be Praminent on

our present listings.

d. We did not list any compounds of impurities. Several

could have made a reasona-bly good fit -- FeO, CaO, or

SrO, for example. We omitted these primarily on our

experience in which we added impurity compounds and obtained

nmelear results for lighting them up in an explosion. We

have also omitted C02 as a possible species, since our

13-gmi experiments suggested that 002 was not detectable

on those shots in air.

e. Some atoaic radiators, Fe for example, could supply a

large number of lines which couid have reasonably been fitted.

In general, we have only persitted atomic species: (!) with

an intensity 500 (or greater) and an attainable excitation

energy, or (2) that appear on the lists of bright meteor

lines.
f. In listirg species we allowed species whose wavelengths

deviated from the unknown wavelength by an amount no larger,

roughly, than the reproducibility in wavelength appropriate

for that part of the spectrum. For example, in the deep

blue the unknown wavelengths lie within about 7 2 or 3

of the wavelengths of the assigned species.

With these assumptions, we ;iave proceeded to assign the identifi-

cations listed in Table A-1; a summary table of the molecular and

A -1r
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atomic radiators present is given in Table A-2. We make the following
observations:

a. A wide range of exciting energies is necessary for the

* molecular species listed -- from about 1.5 ev (for the forbidden 02
ba-nds) to nearly 20 ev (for the N2, (I-) bands). We are surprised
that such 1high-energy species can be created by an explosion. Clearly,
thermal excitation alone cannot provide the energy to create N2+ or
0+ species. Obviously, other processes are at work ahd we suspect

that charge-exchange collisions must play a big role in exciting the
molecular species.

b. A much narrower excitation energy range exists for the

atomiic species -- from about 2 to P ev. The f'orbidden nebular 0 lines

f at 6300 and 6360 1 require only 1.96 ev. The other forbidden V or 0
lines listed need no more than about 4 ev. Among the most intense
lines on exDlosion spectra are Ca 4227 ý (2.93 ev), K-7699 A 7665 X

S~(1.61 ev) and, Na 5990 + 5196 1 12.11 ev). Of comparable intensity

are the Ca4 H and K lines at 3934 and 396S A, requiring the highest
y of all the atomic lines listed in Table A-I: 9.2 ev.

Sa. Thbe presence of certain species, such as CH, CO, NH, CH,

C3, in explosion spectra is not to6 surprising. They are, after all,
rather good radiators appearing in many different luminous phenomena.
There are, however, two peculiarities: (I) C2 does not appear to be

present and (2) the CN (Red) system does not appear to be present.
The first, absence of C2 , appears more pecul.ar than the second. The
CN(Red)bands occasionally do not appear in various circumstances:

for example, they are absent (or almost so) in comet spectra. But
C2 is nearly always present, especially if CN(Violet)appears.

2..

CN (Violet) and C2 (Swan) bands often are the major sources of light
excited by shockwaves. We cannot dismiss them from our spectral

identifications out of hand. Clearly, a number of unknown wavelengths
could be assigned to C2 (Swan). But we do not thirk the assignments
are convincing, especially since (1) many of these "Swan wavelengths"

do not appear consistently from one shot to another of the same
explosive and (2) shots in which graphite was purposely added to the

explosive failed to produce any expected increase in luminosity at
the Swan wavelengths.

A-16
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d. The 02 -bands seem to predominate over the 112 -bands in
2

producing light;* that is, we get a rather complete list of 02
radiators, whereas our N2 list is very limited. The presence of
02 -(Shumann-Runge) bands is not too surpr_ sing." Although not

especially common in the laboratory, the S-R bands readily occur
in certain low-energy flames. But the presence of the forbidden

airglow, or the afterglow, systems of 02 is, indeed, surprising.
Although they require only a few ev for excitation, their forbidden-
ness makes them very difficult to excite in the laboratory -- hours

to days being required to obtain good laboratory exposures. If
we hbve really produced any forbidden 02 band in g-seconds with an

explosion, then we must be surprised. Yet the identifications

appear to be rather good. We ean tie sme of the urkntown wavelengths,

also, to less exotic species besides forbidden 02; but a large number

can only be tied to these bands and we believe that they are real.

Possibly these bands are excited by the large number of free electrons

that we know occur on an explosion (c.f., Appendix C).
e. The N2 bands that appear are not only limited in number

but are surprising in identity. We do not believe that the N2 (14)
bands are present -- (1) because the expected wavelengths do not

line up convincingly with our unknowns; (2) because we do not detect
* any increased radiation at these wavelengths when we fired in nitrogen

rather thanair, and (3) because the far-red radiation on explosion

spectra is unusually intense and long-lived. We do not be. ieve that

it is likely that the (I+) bands could be so much more intense than

the (2+) bands nor last about one thousand times longer. Some other

bands must be present.

* To the contrary, VANYUKOV has found in a spark discharge in air and
in nitrogen both at 1 atm that the spectral outputs, at least over
the range 5,000 to 10,000 1, were identical. Undoubtedly, the exci-
tation energy in the Russian experiments was higher than that available
in our explosions; but the situation is by no means clear.

WR** 1RAY has recently conducted experiments in hot air to determine
what species produce 10 times more light in the deep red than has
theoretically been predicted (largely NQ (I+) bands) for equilibrium
shocktube air. He finds that both N ang 0 are necessary and attributes
the radiation to some new states of NO -- the Rydberg states. His

f calculated wavelengths agree rather well with a number of our unknown
wavelengths. Further verification of these new radiators would make
them logical additions to Table A-1.

A-17
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-;In various situations the N2 (1+) system disappears completely or

becomes very faint, especially at pressures near I atm. For example,

we cite the results of HEATH, HUDDLESTON, GRN, a8hd NOXON. Working

with mild excitation in a discharge tube of air, HEATH found the

S N2(!+) system disappeared when the gas pressure approached I atm an] i

was replaced by a weak oontlnutm. This result was similar to that

* • earlier obtained at I atm by HUDDLESTON, who varied the gas pressure

"to much higher pressures and obtained a number of unusual changes with

pressures above I atm. GRiN found, under circumstances in which he

suppressed the (1+) bands, that the N2 (Gaydon) bands appeared, the

intensity of which increased with gas pressure. DIXON found in a

nitrogen afterglow set-up at I atm that the (1+) bands were weak

compared to the Vegard-Kaplan system. Because of these experiences,

we believe that the identifications we have listed in Table A-1 of

the N2 (Gaydon) Y, y bands and the N2 (Vegard-Kaplan) bands may

be unusual but not unbelievable.

The N2 (2+) bands seem to fit well -- occasionally being the only

species that can be assigned, Presence of t 2he N2+lsystem is not

so certain. The (0,0) 3914 A and (0,1) 4278 1 of N.(I-) should both

be rather prominent. But 4278 1 appears much more intensely than

3914 . in fact, clear recognition of 3914 1 appears only on the

grating spectrographsA whereas 4273 A appears on all spectrographs.

f. Light can be seen from an explosion until extremely late

time. When barely a wisp or two remains of the explosicn gases,

that wisf radiates rather brightly. We have been unable to make a•-

wavelength measurements at such late times with our spectral imt.rumen-

tation (c.f., Appendix B). We deduce, however, that the wisp radiation

is longer than about 6300-6500 A or so. Now, these wavelengths appear

essentially at zero time and remAinalmost unchanged in character

until the last bit of light goes out on our spectral records arnd

probably remains unchanged for tena of milliseconds (for an 8-lb

charge). What radiators could put out such intense light for so

long a timee?

* We have listed several possibilities in Table A-I. These i-clude

several bands of N2 -- such as the Gaydon and the Mein-l bans that

are well known -- and an obscure afterglow group, the LeB3anc-Tarfka•-

A-18
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A-1.3: Comparison of Explosion Species: In Table A-i we have

lumped all spectral films together, ignoring any differences among
explosive materials. In this section, we ask, what are the differ-
ences? ( r largest collection of data is from the AVCO and we
confine our comparisons to these j-second records.

In Table A-3 we list wavelengths for several explosive materials.
Each column is a summary of all AVCO data available for that explosive.
A much larger number of entries can be made for pentolite and RDX
than for TNT and (NM + TNM). For TNT, the light is there (for the
charges larger than 3 Ib) but spectral features cannot be distinguished.
For (NM + TNIM) the light just is riot there -- on these ý±-second
records. The later-developing light from this explosive does register
on the Cine Spectrograph but is so intense that wavelength values are
_mposs.ble to read on records for (NM + TNM).

In Table A-3 there are some similarities but we really can conclude
1ittle from looking only at the wavelength values. A better proce-
drre I.s to compare the entire spectrum of one explosive with another.

In Figure A-7 we have compared several densitometer tracings.
These were made w'th a Jarrell-Ash Microphotometer scanned across
the AVCO films, Just past zero time. The tracings were then matched
as cl(oely as possible, in wavelength, to make up the figure. Only
#50, #56, and R94 were even roughly aligned in amplitude (and this

nwa_ done only by using the amplitudes of the .R reference lines on
each film). The other tracing5 have no amplittude relation whatsoever
fr'•,- one to another. All recor-ds were made on Shellburst film. No
cor.nections for fil!m resporse have been -raade.

We note the following frcrn Figure A-7:
(I) There are 3 maxima in the red for moat shots: at about
5oo_67,-O 1, 60,O0-6200 1, and, 50-00 The relative heights

of these, however, shift aroun.• for the different meterials.
If we label 'he above peaks 1, 2, and 3. then we note that
the or-ier for Dentolite #50 is A, 22, a-nd 3 but for (hl! -+ TNM)
q?4 is 3, 2, and I for decreasing l.Itensity.

"(2) Movirg frm. the red into the blue, the amplltude decays

quicKly (only partly due to decrease in film sensitivity),
The A-i-se on some of the films occurs ro20ghiy 4400-47CO AL
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especially noticeable on pentolite #50 and (NM + TNM) #56.

The next rize occurs in the neighborhood of the CN 4216 _

sequence and is particularly noticeable on the pentolite

#50 film. ON sbcms to be missing on any shot with TNM,
clearly missing on the (NM + TNM) shots. The CN group

is missing on the BDX shots of Figure A-7 but has been -

found on other RDX shots, where, possibly, film sensitivity

is more suitable to reveal it.

The presence of lucite or glass in the charge (which was

used in these charges to hold either the liquid or loose

powder materials) does seem to affect the spectrum but not

in measurable terms. GN seems to be missing if either

material is present in the shots of Figure A-.7 and in other

shots.

(3) Although we think that there is no doubt about the

identity of ON at 4216 1 and 3883 1, in these spectra, we

do note that the intensity distribution, say in #50, is

not the expected distribution with wavelength (c.f., dis-

cussion in Appendix B of REED). The identification of 03

inthese spectra suggests that C3 bands may be overlying

the ON struc.ture and changing the intensity distribution.

The strongest line, usually found in this 4216 A sequence

if 414X. Such a wavelength is not a part of C and we

carnot find an appropriate species, atomic or molecular,

for this unusually strong line. We have listed this lie

in Table A-1 as 4142, 4145, 4140 for the different spectro-

graphs azd give N2 and Fe as possible identificatioms. This

is probably incorr-ect.

(4) Finally, we note that the Ca 4227 1 a-i Ca+ 393ýj 3!968

'lines that are strong radiators for pentolite and TNT

explosions are not detectable on these shots, except for #50.

* indeed, the strong Na 5890, 5896 1 doublet (that we find

as a broad line at 5893 1 with our resolution) is missing on

both #67 and #61 in Figure A-7. Seldom is the Na line

missing.
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Thus, there are variations from one explosive to another in a

broader sense than a wavelength or so missing. These variatiolns

occur over broad w'avelength ranges and are urually Teproducible --

although there are details that are not reproducible from 1h6t to

shot of the same explosive.
A-1.4, Comparison of Exlosion Spectra with Predictions for

Shocked Air: In Section A-1.2.2 we used the results of coparisons

of our spectra with predictions for shocked air to guide us in the

assignment of species to the unknown wavelengths. We now look at

two such possible comparisons in Figure A-8 and A-9.

We have used the predictions of BREENE et al which are conveniently

given as a function of wavelength at thermodynamic conditions near

to those that should hold in our explosions. In Figure A-8, we

have presented the densitometer trace of the AVCO film #73 -- a 32-lb

TNT sphere. The tracing was made just after zero time on the time-

resolved record. Superimposed are data symbols to represent our

estimates of how the computed airhock radiation would have appeared

on the Tri-X film used for #73. These estimates were made from

BREENE's calculated overall radiation results: representing a summation

of the output of several radiating species. The dashed line between

data symbols only connects the symbols; no effort was made to simulate

the BREENE curve in between symbols.
We have arbitrarily superimposed the theoretical data at convenient

viewing positions by adjusting the amplitude of the theoretical value

a" 3883 i Thus, althou&h the arnpalitude of one curve has no .meaning

with respect to the amplitude of the other, the variation of

amplitude with wavelergth that. we have given fir the theoretical
data does follow BREENE:s results.

We see that the predictions have an opposite dependenoce on wave-

lerxgth to what we have observed. This par-t icruar theoretical- curve

wa•I computed for equilibrium air at 6'OOO and ./o -0l, conditions

reasonably close to What we expect (c.f., Section A-!.2.2). Slightly

closer to the e.perimental situation would be vp0o but the
overall curve for this density ratio should differ only slightly

-. from the value for which predictions are available.
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In Figure A-9, another set of predictions, taken from NARDONE

et al, for shocked air at temperatures of 3000, 10,000, and 25,000°K

are given as solid lines. To make the comparison conveniently with

explosions spectra, we took values from #711, corrected for film

response, an superimposed these data in Figure A-9. Again, ampli-

tud uOs have to bt adJusited arbitrarily; we have set the experimental

valu~e at 41000 , equal ,i to unity on the log intensity scale

Oza explosior.n 81-ctra do not look like the predirtions for

ahock6d eir inr Figu-.r A-8 or A-9.

A-2" Riectrcnlc Spectra

A-2.1: 1y-l Measuirements: Typical records from the Py-i

are given in Figure A-10. Data on spherical explosions are given in

T able A-4, Difficu1lties in acmpiling the table arise because each

2C plosio.- was sligbtly to very different from shot to shot. For-

example, sace of the charges lumped together under "Pentolite Explosions"

were oooled to -50F-; others were not. Again, the experimer; #79

(fmX caarg-e) contained an a--gon-flash bicab behind the charge which,

probatly. acacounts for the increased Py-I readings. Some of the
30att-r in t1.se data results fron tha variations in the experiments,-tate insut irmth-v

"but some alsow resu.It from the basic irreproducibility of the light

'1ror. explc-3ions.

"WIth these difficulties in mind, we make the following observations

from Table A-4: 4-

a. Amplitudes of Band 0 < Band I always. In general,

~2 Baid 1 < Band 2 bur. there are one or two exceptions.

Bard 2 . Band 3 usually; but occasionally Band 2 > Band 3,

-~j especially for RDX shots. Bands 0 through 3 cover a spectral

Sra.ae froa about 5200 to 8200 .. Thus, we conclude that

explosion luminosity, generally but not always, monotonically

increases to the red.

b. The least intense explosions are those from TNT and

(NM + TNM4), according to the Py-I data. But the liquid

explosive is delayed in developing its light until times

"past the recording capability of the Py-I instrumentation.

Undoubtedly, the liquid explosive produces much more light

than TNT., but we have no measure of that late light. Pentolite,
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RDX, and (RDX + TNM) rank in increasing intensity over i
5500-8200 1. But in Band 0 (6200-5800 1) RDX produces
less intensity than pentolite.
c. In side-on views of the explosions (entries in Table A-41
do not distinguish the different viewing points at 1", 2",
and 3" from the surface of the charge) pentolIte is generally
brighter than RDX, because of the greater opacity of the
pentolite explosion products. The addition of graphite,
at least in the RDX shots, cuts do-in (or leaves unchanged)
the light intensity over various bands. The spectral

coverage on shots from #84 on ran from 4350 to 9500 1 so
that the C2 -Swan bands that we had expected to increase
radiation were entirely observable by the Py-I. Since the

radiaticn was not increased, we suspect (along with other
reasons cited in Sebtion A-1.2.3) that the C2 -Swan bands

r were not present. Addition of Al, on the other hard, in

#75 produced a tremendous increase in the light in Band 0
and slight increases in Bands 1-3 over normal pentolite.
Dramatic increases were also-obtained from addition of Al
in the times for light to decay.
d. The times in Table A-h' jump around rather badly.

Generalizations are difficult. There may be a trend:
Band 3 > Band 2 > Band I > Band 0; but it is difficult to
be sure. On the whole RDX times are aihaller thahL those
for pc ntollte.
A-2.2: Other Photoelectric Measurements: The Py-I records

can give false impressions of the overall light produced by an
explosion, The Py-I is constructed to look at a fixed area. After
being initiated, the charge was lit up asymmetrically, as the
detonation wave reached the edge of the charge non-uniformly.

(This asymmetry accounts for much, but not all of the rise time to
peak radiation in Figure A-10 and in Table A-4.) When, however,
the luminous front had expanded beyond the distance where the Py-I

-.. was focused, the light reaching the photodiodes of the By-I neces-
sarily decreased -- without regard for what the intensity of the

luminous front really was doing.
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We can look at this in Figure A-I1. Trace (a) sees the same

view as does the Py-. 'To obtain this signature, a Solar Cell

was placed at the m~rror position of the Py-I and the prism was

removed.) We see that the signal riseb and falls, pretty much as

do the sIgnals in Figure A-10 for the various Py-I bands. For

trace (b) an identical Solar Cell was used, but without the fore-

optica of the Py-1. so that the entire surface area of the expanding

luminous front was seen by the Solar Cel].

The traces from tw- much faster responding detectors are given

in traces (c) and (d), which also have differc-at zpectral-response

1 characteristics from those of the Solar Cel... We note that the

faster 931A now saw a double peak, the first part ef which was
probably caused by the asyimetrical breakout of the detonation wave

at the edge of the charge. We also note that both the 931A and the

IP28 decreased wtth time after the peak.

We can, therefore, conclude from use of all four detectors that

the luminous front on an explosion continues to grow, at least
for tens of rI-seconds, past the first peak of intensIty but only at
wavelengths greater than, say, 6000 •. Such a eenclusion could
not have been obtained from tha Py-I records alone.

A-4: CONCLUSIONS

A number of spectra have been obtained of explosion l1mMin-
osity with photographic and electronic instruments of varying time
resolution.

The spectral coverage, varying from instrument to instrument,
is from, roughly, 2500 to 9000 •. Characteristically, explosion

spectra are weak in the blue, increasing to intense ma-xima in the

red. There are variations in the spectral details frcm one explosive

to another. The peak radiation of FDX charges occurs near 6500' "

(Band 2 peak). Pentolite peaks near 7300 1 (Band 3 peak). The

observed dependence of explosion light on wavelength is opposite

to that expected from equilibrium shocked air, which has been

theoretically predicted to decrease in intensity going from the blue

to the red.

The observed radiating lifetimes vary with wavelength. Radiatotq

in the blue die out rapidly; our spectrographs record bi-ue radiatzrs
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only for a few p1-seconds. Radiators in the deep red last, on the

other hand, for many milliseconds.
Disregarding the differences in spectra from different explosives,

we have compiled a list of over 400 wavelengths distinguishable on

the photographic records. Identification of the species producing

these wavelengths is, by no means, clear. We have made reasonable,

even if incorrect, assignments of species to most, but not all these

wavelengths. The intense lines of Ca, Ca+, Na and K are readily

identified in nearly all the spectra. The intense violet bands of

CN and, probably, C are also readily identified on most, but not3 I
all, spectra. Inexplicably, certain systems do not appear to be

present -- the red CN, the C2 -Swan, and the N2 (1+) bands. Other

identifications that we have madc vary over a wide energy range --

from about 2 ev (for forbidden 02 bands) to over 20 ev for ionized

N2+ bands. The existence of low-energy forbidden 0 2 -bands in an

explosion is as startling to us as the existence of such high-energy

systems as N2 + and 02+, since the mechanisms of producing either

energy extreme in an explosion is obscure to us. Much more remains
to be done to clarify the identifications and to understand the
reactions that occur.

IdentifAIcation is particularly uncertain in the red, above, say,

6000 1. We have not found likely species to account for the intense,

long-lived radiators that occur on explosions in this part of the

spectrum.

Finally, there appear to be remarkable wavelength coincidences

between explosion spectra and the spectra produced by comets and

meteors.
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TABLE A-1 SUMMARY OF WAVELENGTHS SEEN IN EXPLOSIONS

EXPLOS IONS
CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

2478 2478 (2-

2490 NO 2488 (6) 62+ 248 C(2-)

25 O 2501 (2-)
2528 NH 2530 02 2528 (SR)
2542 02 2540 %'Hi)

2550 NO 2552 (p) 02+ 2546 (2-)
2555 NO 2.558 (15) 02 2-554 (HI)

2.595 Cu 62593 (H

2610 NO 2608 NH+ 2614 Cu 2618

2703 Oj2 2705 (2-)
2785 BEGCIN 022 2730 (2H)
2730 2725 N CO+ NW 2730 02 2732 (HI)
2740 02 2737 (HI)-
2755 NO 2755 (81 ) 0 2 29756 (HR) !2-
27780 02 2773 (HI2 Cu 27662777 02"* 2777 (2-) : "

2785 CO 2786 02 2788 MUJ) ;

279'2 CO 2793 02 2794 (HI)

2802 N2 2804 1'2+) :

2812 2811 OH OH 2811 02 281.4 (SR) K-2 2814 (2+)

285OH 2829 02÷ 2840 (2-) C, 2824

2868 02 2870 (SR)
2890 2885 NH* Nil+ 2886 02+ 2890 (2-) NO 2835 (ft)
2895 02 2894 (HI) NO 2893 (,)

2908 02 2907(2-)
2940 2 2+ 2937 (2-) N2 2936 (VK)

2950 CN4 2953 02 2952 (H1)
2965 CO 2969 02+ 2963 (2-)2973 CO 2971 2+ 2970 (2-) 0 2972

299M N2 2997 (VK) 02 2997 (HI3)

3010 02+ 3005 (2-)

3034 NH 3035 NO 3035(•) Ni 3037

3040 NO 3043 (:3) 02 3039 (SR)
3045 NH 3043 O,)+ 3044 (2-)
3050 NH 3051 02 3047 (HO) Ni 3051

3W58 NH 3055 O2' 3053(2-) NKi 301"7"
3062 OH 3064 02.3063 (HI) C.N+ 3063
3067 BEGIN OH 3068 02- 3070 (2-1
3075 3075 NH 3076 CO 3074
3080 3079 OH OH 3078 02 W80 (0H)
3087 3085 3086 OH OH 3090 O2+ 3089 (2-) N2 3088 (2+)
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TABLE A-I (CONTINUED)

/ 'I--
EXPLOS IONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIICATION

3095 3095 3094 OH CO' 3093 CNW 3092 Al 3093

3100 3105 N2 3104 (2+) 02 3104 (SR) Ni 3102
3100 310 3107 OH 02 3111 (HI)
311NH3119 O21 3-114 (23 115 C o 3 2

3127 3130 3122 OH OH 3126 02+ 3130 (2-1 CO 3123

3135 OH OH 3135 N2 3131 (VK) Ni 3134
3135 3143 OH OH 3147 O2• 3141 (2-) CH 3144
3146 3148 OH o2+ 3149 (2-)3150 35OHCH 3157 ••-

3155 3155 3154 OH 0 36(,

3162 3158 3159 OH 02 3163 (SR)

3169 3170 CO+ 3169 02 3165 (HI)

3175 CO+ 3181 CN+ 3185

3180 3185NO 3198 ()
3195 N2 3197 (VK)
3199 

.

3204 3200 CO+ 3210 O2 3211 (2-) NO 3207 (6)
3215 3215 

3 I3220 3217 CO* 3222 02 3223 SR)
3234 CO 3235 02 3233 (SR) Li 3233
3234 CO 3241 NH 3240 Ni 3243
3240 NH 3252 0 2 3252 (H) Cu 3248

3250 CO+'- 3260 0 2  57 (HI) CN,, 3263
3260 BEGIN N2 3268 (VK)
3270 3270 CO+ 3274 NH 3273 Cu 3274
3275 3275 NH 3281 02 3284 (HI)
3285 Nj+ 3294 (1-)
32399 0 3294 (SR)

3299 CO- 3301 02+ 3300 (2-) N2 3299 (
33O 3304 (2-) No 3303

3307 3308 CO 3306 NH 3308

3310 
CO+ 3314 02+ 3313 (2-)

3318 3319 COW 3316 02 3316 (HI) Ni 3316
3325 332520+ 3323 (2-) Ni 3322

3329 
OH+ 33323329 ~02* 3334 (2"

3341

3350 3347 3351 NH CO+ 3352 N2 3352 (VK)

3355 3354 NH CO+ 3353 02 3357 (SR)

"3360 3360 3358 NH N.4 3360 Ni 3362
3365 NH CO+ 3366 02 3368 (HI) Ni 33663370 3366 3369 NH NH 3370 0 2 3370 (SR) Ni 3370

3374 3372 3372 NH NI 3374

3380 3380 3380 3378 CO2ý NO 3376 (0) O 3382 (HI) Ni 3381

1 3390 3391 3338 CO'r NO 3386 (/) Ni 3391
93390 3397 338 CO 2 3393 (2-' Ni 3393
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TABLE A-1 (CONTINUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

3402 3404 Co 3405
3407 Co 3409
3410 3411 3412 COý" 3413 CO 3412 Co 3412
3417 3415 3416 CO+ CO+ 3415 02 3215 (HI) Ni 3415
3420 3423 N2 3425 (VK) 02 3421 (2-) Ni 3423
3430 3431 CO+ CO" 3428 OH 3428 Co 3432
3435 OH 3432 02 3433 (SR) Co 3433
3440 3442 Ni 3437

3446 Ni 3446
3450 3452 02 3450 (ftl) Co 34-54
3460 3462 3462 OH 3459 02 3457 (HI) Co 3463

3165 N2 3466 (VK) O2+ 3466 (2-) N 3466
3,70 OH 3472 Co 3474

3475 3477 3475
'480 3479 3-3478 CO 3482 02 3479 (HI)/
3486 CO 3485 Ni 3484

3490 3490
393495 02N 3494 (2-) Co 3496

3500 3497 N2 3502 ,VK) 0 2 3499 (SR) Co 3502
3505 3508 CH 3505

3510 3512 3515 3509 C02ý CO+ 3510 Ni 3515
3516 CO+ 3512 02 3517 (SR)

3520 3520 02+ 3518 (2-) Ni 35203525- 3525 Ni 3525
3530 3531 CO+ 3527 N2+ 3533 (1 Co 3530

3535 N2+ 3538 (1-)
3540 3543 3540 02 3540 (HI)

I 3546 3545 3545 CO 2  02+ 3542 (2-
3550 3550 N2 + 3548 (1-) Ni 3548
3555 3556/ 02 3553 (HI)
3560 3561 3560

3563 3565 014+ OHW 3562 N2 + 3564 (1-)
3570 3568 3572 CN 02+ 3568 (2 -) Ni 3566
3575 3574 3574 3577 CN NO 3572 (8) Ni 3572

3581 3580 CN N2 3581 (VK) 02 3582 (SR) N2 + 3582 (r)
3585 3584 CN NO 3534 (#) CO+ 3586 CN 3584
3590 3590 3590 CN 3590

3596 3596 3594 CO+ 0 2 3596 (BG) Ni 3598

3600 3603 N2 3602 (VK) 02+ 3604 (2-) CN 3603
3610 3612 3610 NH 3610 Ni 3610

3619 3616 OHW 02+ 3619 (2-) Ni 3619
3625 3622 3626 NH 3627 02 3628 (HR,)

2 3631 02+ 3630 (2-)
3635 CH 3636 02 3635 (HI)
3643 3642 3640' N2 3642 (21)
3650 02 3651 (SR)
3655 3657 02+ 3653 (2-)

3659
3665 3667 3665
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TABLE A-I (CONTINUED)

EXPLI'.)SIONS

iHILGER' GRATING CINE 0VCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFCATION

3675 3674 3674 CO2 + N2 3672 (2") 02 3673 (SR)
3680 3683 CO 3680 N2 3682 (VK)
3685 3687 3685 02 3685 (H]3)
3690 3689 3693 CO÷ 3688
3695 3695 CO4  OW+ 3695 02 3696 (BG)

3700 3699 3700 CO 3699 02+ 3701 (2)
3710 3710 3705 3709 CO+ CO+ 3705 N2 3711 +)
3720 3719 3715 37i8

3727 3726 CO+ CO0' 3725 02+ 3728 (2-)3731 '3730 CO+ 3730 02+ 2734 (2-)

3735 3737 3739 C3  02 3738 (fIl)
3745 3745 3741 CH÷ 3744 02 3742 (SR) NH 3743

3755 3753 02 3750 (HIU) NH 3752
3756 N2 3755 (2+)

3760 3763 3765 3762 C3 02 3764 (BG) N2 3767 (VK)
3773 3773 02 3771 (Ch) Ni 3776

3780 3782 3780 CO+ 3780
3785 3785 Ni 3784
3790 NO 3789() 02 3791 (Ch)

3797 3796 CO4 3796

3800 3803 3803 CO* NO 3801 (l) No 3804 (2+) NH 3804
3806 3804 C3  CH + 3806 Ni 3807
3811 3809 C3  02 3812 (Ch) CH + 3811

3815 3818 3815 02 3818 (Hrl)
3820 02 3822 (HI) 4 Fe 3824

3826 3827 I02 3828 (HI)
3831 3834 3829 C3  OH + 3830 02 + 3831 (2-) Mg 38 35

3840 3837 3840 3829 CO 2 + 02 3841 (SR)
3845 3847 02 3844 (Ch)
3850 3853 3850 3851 CN CN 3851
3855 3855 3855 3854 CN CN 3855
3865 3862 3862 3862 CN CN 3862
3870 3872 3870 BEGIN 3869 CN CN 3871
3883 3883 3883 3883 3883 CN CN 3883
3895 3895 3893 CN CO 3891 N2 3895 (2+) Co 3894

3904 3902 3905 3903 CH CH 3903 0 2 3904 (H11) 4 Fe 3900
3908 3908 3912 3910 3908 CH CH 3909 CO+ 3908 4 Fe 3906

3915 3914 N2+ CH 3915 N2 + 394 (1-) 02 3913 (SR)
3920 3920 3922 CH CH 3922 4 Fe 3920

3926 CO 3924 02' 3929 (2-) 4 Fe 3928
3934 3934 3934 3934 3935 Na H Cac+ 3934
3940 02 3940 (HI)
3944 3945 N2 3943 (2') Al 3944

3949 3950 3950 C3  N2 3948 (VK) 02 3953 (HI!) C3 3950
3958 3959 3960 3960 C3 OH - 3958 02+ 3959 (2-) C3 3960
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TABLE A-I (CONTINUED)

•1• ~ EXPLOSIONS ,,

HILG GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

396 3964 CH 39.52 C3 3964 Ai 3962
9&q 39668 3968 Ca + 3968

3980 3980 3980 C3 N2 3978 (VK) 02 3982 (Ch) Ci 3980
3990 3989 3987 C3  02 3987 (SR) C3 30,873995 3998 3994 3 993 C3 N2 3998 1,+) 02 3994 (HI1) Co 3995

4000 4001 4000 4000 C C3 40&2 02 4005 (Ch) 4 Fe 4005
4015 4015 4018 C) : CO+ 4017 C3 4013

A019 4020 j 4020 C3 C3 4019 02 4021 (SR) Cu 4022
4025 40277 4022 C3  C3 4028 02 4028 (Ch) CH 4028
4030 4030 4028 Cý 02 4033 (BG)j

4035 4036 4040 4033 C3 NO 4047 ()02 4041 (Hi) K 4044
4050 4051 C3  43 Fe 4046 02 4050 (BG) K 4047

4058 12 4059 t2 C3 4054
4060 4062 4065 4064 C3  N2 4059 (2+) 02 4062 (BG' 43 Fe 4064
4068 4068 4070 4068 C- N2 4072 (VK) 02 4068 (Ch) C3 4068
4075 4076 4080 4078 4074 C3  C3 4074 02- 4082 (2-)
4085 4088 4084 C3 C3 4085 024085 (Cu) CI 4083
4090 4090 4093 4093 C3 C3 4090 02 4092 (C.) Co 4092
4095 4096 4096 C3 4099 02 4096 5R)

S4103 4105 4099 C3  0 2 4106(Ch) C3 4!09
i 4108 4109 C3  C3 4109 02 4109 (Ch) Co41l1

4115 4115 NO41It (16) O2+4116 (2-) Co 4118
4119 NH 4!20 0 2 4120 (BG) Co 4121

4125 4124 CO+ C3 4124 CO 4124
4134130 4132 CO+ 4130 0 2 4129 (Ch) K 4132

4135 4138 C3 C3 4138 02 4133 (Ch) CO- 4139
4142 4145 4140 4140 CO+ N,7 4144 (VK) N2 4142 (2-) 43 Fe 4144
4150 4149 4151 0 2 4146 (BG) 42 Fe 4148
4160 4155 CO+ 4152 CO 4157 NH-, -153

4165 4165 4167 4170 NaH CN 4168
4176 41 178 -CW 4178 0 4173 1SR) CO 4173

4180 4183 4185 4181 4180 CN' C- 4181
4190 4193 CN CO 4188
4195 4194 4198 4197 CN CN 4197

4201 4200 NO 4201 (fi) N2 4200 (2+) 42 Fe 4202
4205 j4706 CN 024204 (BG)
4210 4213 4210 CN NO 4215 (0) 02 4213 fCh) CO÷ 4210
4215 4218 4216 4216 4215 CN. CN 4216
4227 4227 4227 4227, 4231 CO' Ca 4227
4240 4238 4239 CH+ CH+ 4237 02 4240 (Ch) N2' 4237 (i-)

42 12 CO+ 4244 02 4242 (Ch) A

4247 4245 AiH CO+ 4246
4250 4250 4249 CO' CO+ 4248 42 Fe 4250

4251 4252 CO+ CO" 4251
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TABLE A-] (CONTINUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE iV-NI, INFCATION'

16 4253 4254 CH+ 02 4252 (HIP. Cr 4254
4260 44257 4264 AIH
4240 4267 4272 CO+ CO t 4271 024266 (HU11) NI 4270 C.)
427S 4277 4275 4277 4274 C0+ N2 ÷ 4278 (t-) 02 4275 (PG) Cr 42754280 4281 A281 CH 02 4281 ('G)

4282 02 4285 (BG)
'4290 4288 4287 4286 CH NO 4288 (B)

4293 4292 42% 4292CH NO 4294 0 2 4292 (SR) C, A290I I
4300 4300 4300 CH CO 4297

4302 4302 CO 4302 02 4302 (BG) NO 4-,3
4305 4305 4304 Cli

4308 4.3M8 NO 4310(8) 0 2 430J (HI) 42 F0 43C
4311 CO 4312 CH 4312
4314 4314 CH j CO 4314 02 4314 (Ch)

4320 4318 4320

4324 CH 42,.3 02 4325 (Ch)
4326 CO4 326 CH 4327 2 Fe 4326
4328 ' CO 4329

4330 43340 .4 02 4331 (-I)
4334 4333 4,3 CV CO 433243.35 OH 4336

4338 4339 CH CO 4339 02 4339 (1-]) 41 Fe 4337
4343 ,4344 CH CO 4343 N2 4344 (Z-)

j4350 4348 CH Ni 4355 (• 2 Fe 4347
4360 4358 02 4363 (BG)

AWN 4364 C2 02 4368 HM])4370 4371 4371 C2 CO 43-7-0 02 4373 (SR)

4375 4275 CO 4374 2 Fe 4376
4360 4379 4379 4381 C2  CO+ 4-37;8 02 4379 (Ch) CO 4380

4384 4385 4383 NO 4386(,) CO+ 4381 41 Fe 4-384

4 4390 4392 CHl N CO 4390 2 Fe 4389
i 4395 '4395 4398 NO 4401 ( 02) t2 4399 (2-) Ni 4402

4407 4406 4405 CO 4406 02 4402 (8G) 2 Fe 4405
44i! 4410 02 4412 (BG)
4418 N2 4417 (2+) 02 4415 (8G) 41 Fe 4415
-4421 420 02 4421 (H13)

4425 4425 4425 4425 02 4423 (SR)4426 4429 K4 2 Fe 4227

4440 4439
4442 CH+ 4444A-
4447 4445 CO 4445

4450 4451 4449
44-M4455 4453

"445 4460 CO 4460 02 4457 (G) N;445-
4465 4467 4463 C2 N2 + 4467 (I CO 4466 2Fe4467

4475 4473 1 Fe 4472
S4480 4483 NV* + 4481 C0 4478 2 Fe 4482
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TABLE A-1 (CONTINUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

4486 4488 4485 C2 N2 4490 (2+ CO 4488
4490 4494 4490 4494 N2 4495 (VK) CO 4494 2 Fe 4490

4504 4509 4504 C2  NH 4502 02 4504 SR) CO 4505
4515 4515 45K 1 n N 4516 01 CO + 518 NH2 4511 .1
4520 4519 c& C 452 02 4522 (H,) Co 4521

4527 NH 4523 CO 4524 Co 4531
4535 4536 4N2 4534 (VK) CO+ 44539i4543 I4540 4541 C2 CO+• 454|3 02 4544 (f!G) CO 45541 •

i 4546 !4545 4544 CO+ •

4554 4551 4554/voH N2t 4553 (1-1 3 3+4554 Cs 4450
4560

4565 4569 4565 4569 CO' CO+ 4568 02 4568 (6G) Co 4566
4580 02 4579 (HI) Co 4592
4597 4593 4593 4598 NO 4595 (,) 02 4591 (H9) C$ 4593

4609 4613 4613 S- 4607 02 4609 QHli) Li 4603
4617 4619

4623 4622
4630 4630 4629 Co 4629
4635 4640 4632,4 02 4637 (HM,
4650 N•, 4650 (VK) Ni 4649
4&55 4655 1 4655 N 2 +4652 (1)

4661 2 4662 CO 4661 Co 4663
4672 44670 CO 4668 N2 4667 .2rt)

4677 4676 C2  CO 4680 02+ 4679 (2-)
4683 ,683 C2 CO 4685 02 4686 (BG) CO' 4683

4705 4706 4705 C2 CO 4702 02 4704 (8G) N42+ 4709 (-)
4714 4713 C2 CO 4717 Ni 4714

4725 4728 NH2 4720 0" 4721 (2-) N2 4724 (2+)
4733 4733 4735 C2 OH 4730
4742 4743 C2

4748 4746 CO 4749 Co 4750

475A4

4760 4760 CO 4764 024 4760 (2-) 02 4761 (SR)
4770 4767

4775 CH 4 4776 Co 4780
4792 4791 CO 4787 CH" 4794 Co 4793

4804 4808 4810 4801 KH 02 4806 (H13)

4815 4820 N2 4815 12!) 02 4816 (SR) Co 4813
4833 ,CO 4835 COW 4837
4840 4839 HCO N2 4837 ('K) 02 4840 i5G) N 4842
4850 4852 02 4848 (BfG)

END 4857 CO 4855 CH 4857 Co 4859

486-18 4872 CO 4869 CO+ 4869 Co 4868
S4883 4880 4877 SiC2 CO 488i 02 4881 (HI)
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TABLE A-1 CONTINUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

4887 4890 CO+ 4884 CH 4888

4910 CO 4911 02 4905 (SR)
4720 4915 4924 CH 49M4 N2 4917 (2) NH2 4925

4932 4925 NH2  CO 4936 0 2 4935 ( ) Ba + 4934
4948 4946 NH2 4946
49S 4975 N2 4976 2a) CO 4980 Ni 4980

4990 CO 4988 0 2 4997 (SR) Co 4988

5019 Co 50235035 5029 1o+ 5040 02+ 5M3 (2_)
5051 5054 504 5047 (Ga) Co 5053

5105 510D 5097•C2 2 5090 (GO) 02+5102(21 Cu 5106
5136 02+ 5143 (2-)

5153 5153 No 5149,54 Oo 5156 (SR) Cu 5153
5160 5169 5165 C2 t+5166
5187 5179 5182 Mg5176 Co 5176

5210 5201 CO+ 5204 Cr 5208 N 5201
5225 5215 5220 NO 5224 CO 5216 Cu 5218
5260 5263 CO 5256 02+ 5259 (1-) Co 5266
5272 5271 N2 527 2 (G a)

5290 5284 CO+ 5286 N2 5290 (GB) Co 5281
53i7 5317 5316 CO4 5318 N2 5309(Ga) CO5318

5358 5356 5355 5352 CO 5351 Co 53535381 5381 CO 5378 NH2 53B5

5397 CO+ 5394 02 5395 (BG) CO 5397
5420 5417 NH 5417 05425 R) Cr 5410

5428025435 (ID N4 2 5428
35448 5444 0+" 5443 (2-) CO 5449

55450I5448L25465 5466 C2 NH2 5465 02 5466 (SR) CO + 5461
5482 5483 C2  OH 5481 N2 5480 (Gct) Co 5483

5535 5534 5539 C2  OH 5534 N2 5527 (G a ) 8 5536

5565 5560 NO 5559 O•4 5567 (1-)
5574 55770 NH2 .5575 N2 5.-74 (G a ) 05577
5585 5583 C2  Co 5590
55r- N2 5594 (G•8) 02 5598 ,1-)

5605 5612 CO 5610 N2 5602 (G )
5640 5643 5634 CO5648 N25640 (G a) Co 5647

S5655 1CO+ 5653 N25661 (G ) Co 5661
5680 5680 5679 H2 0 5683 014 5678 (2-)

5690 5695 N.425703 025702(11) CO+ 5694

5736 5730 5733 C 530
5Z74.; 5762 CO* 576 N2 5776 (., 30

290 5798 CO 5781 Cu 5782
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TABLE A-1 (CONTiNUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING CINE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION
I589I 5 5893 5859 a9 N0 5890,N96 5976

5902 NO 5900 CO+ 5900 H20 5900
5912 5910 !.O 5907 N2 5294 (G a) CO+ 5906

5946 H20 594.9
5969 C01+ 5970 O j02 5973 (1-)

596 NO 59.09 N2 5995 o Ga) Co592

602 603,0 6031 .. r 606 (Ga) 02+ 6026 (1-) i-
603 60- NH2 6042 CO 6037

0,4-4 02 6052 (H1 1-f6 090 N2 0G91 (G)) NH26o87 6

I 6109 61i0 6107 N2 6101 (Ga) Li 6104
6150 615-8 6165 6i57 H2 0 6166 N2 6161 (Ga) )
6180 6173 6178 H20 6182 N2 6183 (GQ ) Ni 6177

6192 6200 6187 C2  N2 6202 (LTJ) N2 6192 (G a ) H2 0 6203
6214 6213 H20 6220 NO 6213

6223 6NH 6233
6250 62W"7 NO 6259 N2 6246 (G a ) Ni 6256
6295 6294 6297 -i-2 NH2 6295 06300 5-

6310 NH2 6302 NO 6308
v6355 635 6361 NH2 N2 6360 (PG ) 02+ 6351 %/- NO 6355
637 63W 62 38 H20 6377 NO 6378

6435 NO 6429 CO 6433
6449 6455 H20 6458 NH2 6455 Co 6450

| 6478 6474 6477 H2 0 6468 NH2 6470 Co 6465

6-6500 6500 H20 6490 Bo 64%
6505 6510
6515 6522 H20 6517 NH2 6525 Co 6514

6535 65539 026541 fril)656o 6557 H20 6575 •
6599 659 ,t ,V 65a5 Q-T J) So 6595 •

6617 6616 NH2 6618 H20 6629 Co 6620
6662 6666 6670 NH2 6652 NO 6673

6698 6707 NO 6700 Li 6708

6715 6720 6722 NO 6729
6750 6750 6749 N2 6750 (1TJ) NO 6746

6797 6805 6800 CO 6804 NO 6797
6817 6816 NO 6812

5,16838 :

16880 N2 6904 (LTJ) NO 6872

I 6991 CO 6990
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TABLE A-i (CONTINUED)

EXPLOSIONS

HILGER GRATING C!NE AVCO COMET POSSIBLE IDENTIFICATION

7101
7129 NO 7140 Ni 7122

7158 H2 0 7165
7196

L 7215 CO 7210
7259 N2 7241 (.TJ)

7401 N2 7418 (LTj)

t 750I H20 7502

7551 N2 7600 (LTJ)

17682 7682 K 7664,99

7721
END 7772 N2 7789 (LTJ) 0 7774

7832 N2 + 7826 (M) CO 7834 Rb 7800

8035 7906 N2 + 8054 (M) NO 8021 N2 8055 (LTJ)

8121 8106 N2+ 8105 (M) Li 81272

8224 N2 8260 (LTJ) CO 8223

8360 8330 I N2+ 8348 (M) O2+ 8347 (-)

8530 8533 N2 + 8546 () N2 8471 (LTJ) Cs 8521

8728 N2 8689 LTJ) NO 8731

NOTES FOR TABLE
1. N2

G (a, , 7): Gaydon green bands
LTJ: Le Blanc, Tencka, Jurso bands
M: Meinel bands
VK: Vegard - Kaplan bonds

2. 02

BG: Broido - Gaydon bands
Ch: Chamberlain bonds
H (, 11): Herzhe..g bands
SR: 5-hunann - Runge bands

S+
3. 1 , 2 etc.: first positive, second positive etc.

4. Number before Fe identifies -ultiplet

A-36
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TABLE A-2:SUMMARY OF RADIATING SPECIES IDENTIFIED IN EXPLOSIONS

IN AIR

"MOLECULAR (NEUTPAS AND IONS)

C3

CH~

CN violet
CN4

CO Angstrom, Asundi, Herzbe.g, Third Positive, Triplet
CO Baldet - Johnson, Comet - tail
Nz Gaydon (a, •, %) Le Blanc - Tanaka - Jurso, Second Positive, Vegard -

N Kaplan
N2  First Negative, Meinel
NH
NH2

NO $, Ogawa
02 Broido - Gaydon, Chamberlain, Herzberg, Schumcnn - Runge
02 First Negative, Second Negative
OH
OH+

ATOMIC (NEUTRALS AND IONS)

Al Li
ao MgBa+ N (forbidden)

Ca No
Cc+ N;
Co 0 (forbidden)
Cr Rb
Cs Sr
Fe
K

A -I
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TABLE A-3 SUMMARY OF WAVELENGTHS SEEN ON AVCO SPECTRA
OF VARIOUS EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS

PENTOLITE RDX TNT NM + TNM PENTOLITE RDX TNT NM * TNM

4549 4551

3883 3883 3883 4565
4593 459-1:-

3910 3909
3937 3934 3934 4617
3968 3968 3968 4672 4677

4065 4075 4714
4093 4733

4748 I:
4151 4150 4155 4767
4163 4166 4169 4810
4181 4178 4184 4178
4198 4197 4200 4910 4910

4932
4213 4220 4216 4975
4226 4227 4227 4227 4990
4285 4277 4287 55051 -

4301 4295 4304 5136

4308 5169 5167
4320 4325 5179

4330

4398 4405 4384 5215
5260 5265 5255

4426 4425 4425 5290
4449 4445 4453

4460- 5317

4488 4483 4494 5354
5380 5382

4519
4536 4540 5482

""4
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TABLE A-3 (CONTINUED)

PENTOLITE RDX TNT NM + TNM PENTOLITE RDX TNT NM + TNM

5531 5537 5527 6666
5574 1
5594 5585 5590 5590 6708 6705 6720

6750
5643

5695 5680 5697 5690
6800 68165730 6838!

5893 5803 5893 5893
598 7129 7101J ,•,

6027 6030 7215 7259

6110 6099 7401 7441-

6115 7682 7677 f
6162 6165 5

S 7772

6213 6200 I
6257 6 7832 7836

629.t I•
8121

6359 8224
6392 :8330 •

6447 6449 183
6477 8533 •

1 6500 8728 I _

6522 6535i

6617 6599

A-41
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TABLE A-4 PY-I MEASUREMENTS OF SPHER(CAL EXPLOSIONS

AMPLITUDE (VOLTS) TIME TO DECAY TO

I AVER. TIME 1/2 PEAK (is SEC)

SHOT BAND I BAND BAND TO PEAK BAND 1AND BAND BAND
VIEW 0 1 I 2 3 (uSEc) 0A!D2 3D 1

PENTOLITE EXPLOSIONS ,•

49 HEAD-ON 0.54 0.53 5.0 28.5 34.1
50 HEAD-O N 0.48 0.57 6.0 22.4 38.9
52 HEAD-ON 0.34 0.37 0.48 7.2 23.2 25.4 29.2
65 HEAD-ON 0.34 0.48 0.60 0.61 6.2 24.2 34.1 45.9 :
77 HEAD-ON 0.29 0.42 0.47 11.4 14.6 16.8 13.8 14.6
78 HEAD-ON 0.18 0.32 0.49 0.42 10.1 13.0 14.4 16.4 23.4
75* HEAD-ON 0.53 0.58 0.50 0.52 10.0 39.7 62.5 78.1 85.0

82 SIDE-ON 0.08 0.16 0.23 0.28 12.7 19.0 20.1 21.0 23.4
83 SIDE-ON 0.07 0.13 0.19 0.27 10.0 22.3 22.9 22.4 24.8
89 SIDE-ON 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.17 4.7 8.0 8.6 8.8 9.3
90 SIDE-ON 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 3.9 6.9 6.4 7.6

TNT EXPLOSIONSI j o. o ot
66 HEAD-ON 0.20 0.34 0.44 8.0 30.0 34.0 36.0

HEAD-ON 0.30 13.0 120.0

(NM + TNM) 'EXPLOSIONS

56 HEAD-ON 0.22 0.28 0.42 11.3 15.3 13.6 16.1
58 HEAD-ON 0.20 0.29 0.41 14.3 15.4 14.3 17.2
67t* HEAD-ON 0.65 0.75 0.69 15.8 22.0 23.2

RDX EXPLOSIONS

53**t HEAD-ON 0.36 0.46 3.4 I 6.0 6.2
54*** HEAD-ON 0.16 0.22 0.31 0.39 2.6 4.7 5.2 5.6 5.5

55 HEAD-ON 0.17 0.23 2.0 8.1 8.3
57 HEAD-ON 0.47 0.53 0.54 4.4 14.3 17.7 8.9
60 HEAD-ON **** 0.52 0.61 0.59 4.1 13.4 16.8 20.21

61 HEAD-ON * 0.39 0.51 0.52 4.1 7.2 11.2 15.8
63 HEAD-ON 0.05 0.51 0.60 0.57 4.7 15.6 19,2 ?3.6
64 HEAD-ON 0.12 0M54 0.63 0.63 4.7 4.8 17.0 22.6 25.?
68 HEAD-ON * 0.47 0.55 0.52 3.6 17.3 20.8 26.6
79 HEAD-ON 0.31 0.55 0.72 0.89 3.2 10.7 12.7 13.0 13.7

91 SIDE-ON 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.14 3.8 6.1 7.3 7.3 7.0
96 SIDE-ON 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.13 3.5 5.8 6.7 5.9 7.7
945 SIDE-ON 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.08 2.6 5.4 3.2 6.1 6.7
9_ t SIDE-ON 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 2.9 17.6 8.3 .6

%- 2 A03 added- Signal just delectable

•* - (RDX - TNM) charge t - 20% graphite added

"- Full lucite cover
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-PREDICTIONS (NARDONE
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FI.A-9 COMPARISON OF THEORET.ICAL PREDICTIONS FOR SHOCKED-AIR
RADIANCE WITH ESTIMATED VALUES FROM SHOT 74.
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The existence of a rebrightening of the explosion fireball, upon
passage of the second shock, was first described by RUDLIN (1967).
The intense light from an explosion was found to decay to a minimum

--1.2 millisecond for 1-lb sphere), then to rise to a second maximum
weak compared to the first output of light) at ý1.8 millisecond.

Several possible reasons for the second brightening were listed,
such as a triggering of metastable species in the fireball or an
increased density of already radiating species at the second-shock-
front. But a concrete explanation was not given.

Various efforts have been made during these Experimelfts to obtain
a spectrum of the second-shock ligi9: to find Vhat species radiated
during the second-shock passage thr igh the fireball. Both photo-
graphic and electronic spectrographa have been used. No useful
spectra have been obtained -- largely because of the low intensity
of the second-shock light.

One of the best, but still unuseable for identification, spectra
obtained is shown in Figure B-l. This was made on the Cine Spectro-
graph with Tri-X film. The charge was a 32-lb rectangular block,
made by gluing together two half-blocks of TNT which had been cast
at two different establishments.

The spectral film was deliberately overexposed so that the first
few spectra obtained at earliest times are unreadable. The first
spectrum, at the bottma of column (a), consists of four stepped views
of the earliest light (roughly first 100 jisec). These stepped views
were made by use of varying transmission filters. The light was
intense enough to record through 100, 30, 10, and 3 percent filters.
As time increased, the light decreased so that, at abbut 4-5 milli-
second, only the 006-transmission record was recorded. The next
spectrum (at -..6 millisecond) was barely recorded. Then the film is
clear for 6-7 millisecond, during the minimum in the explosion light.
At about 11-12 millisecond the rebrightening was strong enough to
record and we can see that this light rose to a flat maximum, then
decayed to extinction about 70 milliseconds later. It is remarkable
that second-shock light, sufficiently intense to record through the
slow Cine Spectrograph, lasted for such a long time. The only
species that we can identify in the second-shock spectrum is sodium,the D-lines at 5890 and 5896 A.

J B-1

4~g
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~.EARLY b. LATE
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FIG. 3-1 SPECTRUM SHOWING SECOND-SHOCK LIGHT (SHOT 85)
(TIMING MAR~KERS: I MILLUSEC APART)
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APPEhMDIX C: PRESSURE AN•D !OhCIZATION MEASUREMENTS

C-i: Pressure Signatures: Initially, we had hoped to make
pressure-time measurements at cloue-in distances from the charges.
But we soon became disillusioned by the lack of reproducibility
from shot-to-shot and, especially, by the differences in the
signatures on the same shot from different sensors at the same
distance. We then used these "pressure" records only to indicate
the arrival times of pressure signals, which we used to correlate
with the motion of shockwaves in the p-secord photography. Because
we have found no records in the explosions literature of close-in
pressure signatures, we include here a brief discussion of our
unsuccessful experiences.

In Figures.C-l to C-4 we show some samples of the records that
were produced. In Figure C-! we have compared the standard far-out
blast gage at DRI -- the tourmaline Tulsa Laboratory gage -- with
throw-away quartz gages of different size. All gages were placed
along an arc at 8 ao. In Figure C-2 we show the records obtained
on Shot 55, the photographs of which appear in Figure I of the text.

In Figure C-3 are shown signatures from throw-away gages using
quartz sensors coated with a silver-chrome layer, on the TNT series
of 8-, 32-, and 100-lb spheres. Finally, in Figure C-4 are shown
samples from RDX explosions taken at I ao from the charge surface.
In these shots we (1) compared the 1/1-inch quartz sensors with two
different coatings, silver-chrome and gold-chrome and (2) compared
these sensors with no sensor at all. For this latter comparison
we omitted the quartz disc, leaving the micarta holder and the wiring
and other details exactly the same. It is rather startling to see
that the magnitude of the signals from these dummy gages is comparable
to that from the "real" gages. Perhaps more startling, we think, is
that the dummy records look far handsomer than the "real" record.
Most dummies had no hole where the quartz disc would have been
placed in a "real" gage. Upon occasion we used a dummy with a hole
drilled through the micarta holder -- this is such a record labeled
"Dummy (hole)" in Figure C-4.

1n two explosions we placed 1/43-inch quartz sensors (Ag-Cr coatings)
inside the explosive. The records on these shots are given in
Figure C-5. The sensors were glued to the ends of the detonators
and the leads brought out of the detonator holes in the charges. We
knew that the Engineer Special detonators blew out the sides and
not out the ends as designed, and thought that there was a fair chance
of their remaining intact throughout a long-enough time period.
Apparently the "gages" did remain intect throughout the time of our
records. These were inserted to look for a second shock leaving
the center of the explosion.

These also seem to be two shocks on some of the records from
sensors outside the explosion. But the appearance is so inconsistent
T All except Figure C-2 are tracings made from .. original 4-beam
records. These have been traced so that we couid line up and orient

S * signatures which are often diffiicult to follow on the originals.

i" C-1
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from sensor to sensor that we cannot establish the existence of
multiple shocks outside the charges from our records.

We believe that there is little to learn from our records close-in
to an explosion -- except that much more needs to be done to learn
how to make shock pressure measurements in the midst of the strong
electromagnetic fields, ionization and other effects created by anexplosion.
e sC-2: Ionization Signatures: Our ionization sensors were used

to detect the times Whbn ionization might be present, not to measure.
magnitude of charge -- a much more difficult problem. In Figure C-6
we have given sample records from sensors on the surface of the
charge. Two records are given for Shots 60, 61, and 68; the one
labeled "outside charge" was glued onto the outside surface of the
lucite hemisphere supporting the loose-powder charge, whereas, the
"inside charge" sensor was placed within the eyplosive with the
midpoint of the lead disc just behi.nd the lucite-explosive boundary.

Our records are not particularly reproducible and often are
erratic, Nevertheless, there does seem to be a pattern of multiple
pulses in them which is good enough to be tabulated in Table C-1.
Despite the obvious scatter in the values we see a

Pulse 2 at about 3 to 4 (t, + )/¶

Pulse 3 at about 7 to 9 (t + *)/A

and, possibly, a Pulse 4 at about 10 to 15 (t + T)/T, where T is the
time for the detonation wave to cross the explosive from. the center
to the outer ourface.

C-3: Dqopler Microwave Signatures: Observations were made of a
small number of TNT, pentolite, and PEETN explosions, both in
c, lindrical and spherical configurations. Some sample records are
shown in Figure C-7. No measurable Doppler return can be detected
on the PETN records.

A second Doppler return can often be seen on the TNT and the
pentolite record's, appearing at:

Shot 19 - 120 psec
Shot 22 - 70 psec

Shot 2q - 120 psec

Shot 29 - !40 isec.

Since a Doppler return could onlybe produced bi free electrons
having a density greater than 16" electrons/cmi, these second Dulses
,indecate that a new mechanism for creation of electrons in an explosion,
after passage of the first airshock, has been detected. The times
above appear close to the time of 10-15 T (where T = (t + -)/") ror

ii-
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Pulse 4 that we have noted above on the ionization gages. We see no
evidence of Pulse 2 or Pulse 3 on the microwave records. Assuming
that these-pulses are real, we conclude that these waves of ionization

I ~ are hidden behind a larger Ionization front, whereas, no such front
I ' masks Pulse 4. Doppler signals usually disappeared when the fireball

growth had reached 5 to 7 a0..
C-~4: Analysis: The records presented in this Appendix are

* unsuitable for detailed analysis. Nevertheless patterns in the
records frcca the Ionization sensors and the microwave sensor cannot
be ignored. In this section we use these patterns to construct a
new model for the creation of airshocks, from an explosion.

There are two reasonis why such a new model is necessary: (I)
alt~hough t~heory and exp~eriment agree fairly well for the first
airshock, there Is sub~tantlal disagreement for the second shock
ard for the contact surface `c .f., LUTZKY71; and (2) the multiple
pulses from our ionization records cannot be fitted Into present models.

We baee our disevzsion, on PF.Eure 0-9. Htere we have drawn the
tlydoretleal results An solid lin~es for a 1-lb TNT explosion at ambient
conditions typical of these at Denver, Colorado, where thelse experiments
were p'trfonn-edl. We have omi~tted experimental data for the first
ai rshozk.

We have labelifd the usual "secor4 ahosk" in the computational
results the Weak~en shock -- this to avolld cor""us ion witlh our
mult~ple shocks to be dissussed shartly, he have put on fojr data
symbols in t~he flange -30 to 100~ a i~or the 14ece e&.zook values, read.
fran the p-t renords publi-shed A P-art 2. each eymbýOL being the'
average of' a number of values. We draw a'ttentior, to the ract that, the
empipted WUNDY cur-v- f ca, the Weeken sh-ock and the P*xxperiwaental values
do not agree.

Next, we have put mi data symbols for the r1 reball- uin,

DVc-t -- posit'1111 over the ranvga 9 top 3,0 a_, takmen from I e M'Irn
ot T51T7 explosionea reparted in part 2. We dlfaw sat'tentlon t.ro the f-act
th.at these d~tti also 30 not" agiree with, -; he tm;e conte surace

We now; try t-0 patclh up this a-dt-lel ri. t t~he exeietlres-Ots
at both ear~ly an~d late tam We Sejgn at, A. 'nit transmitted portion
of the detonation aboak procee-ds 7out into th air. as ah-ock 1. We
uae the theoretical WiJNDY c*UrnFe !-ere ftn ýahottk I beimu:-e otir data
cannot supply a beltttf cur-we. Alao at Aa .9110Cklet, begin-s movinginward toward the orlgn UZ1i (91 ?owd adsotn yi
90he variablea a'. the b~ack e-,d of tfvi reaitloa Zone hshind the-3
dernation eshockftront i, e. sp7hrerjcal Thi- eplei~T discontinulft'y
could behave Ilikce a I-Lt~t~ ahock, Whcin thme raretaction rve~; created
at the explesive--a-Ir boun.Dayry 1-NY the let on-a-11or. ahock sweeps inward.
ItF would sweep tht sh-oeklet- baczk tc-wazz-d the origý-n. DYuring t'i.z

*After 1F.Vac~n Frsmoh-de'rmar. Research Inati~tute; St. Lo~Whlo
first gave a tlhe oretic, al eranto for this ahock ofte~n seen

experimmntaliy.
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inward passage the strength of the shocklet would increase and it
would leave the origin as a full-fledged shook.

We determine the inward path of the shocklet, AB, from use of
Figure C-5. The pressure gages of Figure C-5 suggest a rough value
of 30 usec for the second pulses seen at the center of RDX, or a
speed of about 0.4 U, where U is the detonation velocity in RDX
powder. Using such a speed for TNT, we obtain B and connect A to B
along a reasonable path AB.

To find the outward path of shook 2, we recall that the ion gages
saw Pulse 2 somewhere between T = 3 to 4. Assuming that the ion
gages remained sitting at R/ao = 1, we locate C at R/a 0 = 1 and T = 3.5.
We connect B to C along a pat-h roughly of slope 2U, since shock 2,
now strong, could be moving at speeds not far below U in expanding
gases moving at u ý U.

To find D, we recall the convergent-shock experiment illustrated
in Figure 10. Out of the small end of the cone came not one but two
pulses of gases. The time of arrival at the end of the cone of the
second pulse was such that it would have had to travel, roughly, at
twice the speed of the first pulse. We assume, therefore, that
shock 2 moves in the flow behind shock I with a speed twice that of
shock 1. Using the computer values for instantaneous values of the
speed of the airshock, we construct a path from C, segment by segment,
until we arrive at D. It is intriguing to note that D turns out
at T = 7, a value close to that we found for Pulse 3 on the ion gages.
If shock 2 swept a surface ion gage along until collision with shock
I at D. then Pulse 3 might be accounted for.

When shock 2 meets shock 1, the main airshock is formed. By
Ntmain" airshock, we mean the single shockwave that has been observed
and measured inthe past primarily in a pressure region, say from
50 to 1 psi (roughly 30 to 200 ao). Inthemodel we are trying to
construct here*, however, this main airshock Is not the result of a
single event of formation but results from the mergi.ig of two distinct

SWe must point out that a transmitted airshock Is crucial to our
model. Ile think that in certain situations such a transmitted shock
may not be formed -- perhaps, for example, in the explosion of small
amoun-. -f explosIves. In those cases our model cannot hold and
shock rmatlon probably occurs from amalgamation of the bow shocks
formed about the particles of solid material ejected from the charge
or' possibly fro-m thermodynamic heating by the explosion gases or
possibly fron a combination of the two; the airshock in these situations
will occur at a relatively ]atL point in the explosion. We are con-
cerne% he'e with a "proper explosion" in which an airsnock is created
at, or very near, the explosive-air boundary. We contend that such
a shcck car. be formed by transmission of the detonation shock into
air and that w- have 6oserved such shocks on many of the 117 explosions
of this Investlgatlon. The causes for failure of this shock I to
occur is another stoi-y for another time (c.f., Appendix D for Soviet
results :ront 0.3-1lb and 3.7-lb spheres of Comp B.).

, C
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shokwaves. The real release of explosion energy in this model

does not cohe with the first airshock but with shock 2. This results

because shock I carries only a small amount of energy -- that fraction

of the energy available within the reaction zone behind the detonation

shockfront which can be transmitted across the interface into air.

Shock 2. on the other hand, travels through the gaseous sphere created

behind 1: the energy that it can carry will depend upon the detailed

characteristics of the plasma within that sphere during its passage.

We now look for a path from D to return inward to the center of

the explosion. We expect that an inward-facing shock will be formed

when shock 2 overruns shock I and sees an interface between shock-

heated air and the undisturbed ambient air. We don't kow vthikt

speed this shock 3 will travel at. To guess at this, we look at the

speed that the computer gives for the Wecken shock inward as a rough

estimate. Roughly,. the Wecken shock moves inward at increasing

speeds like 1/5 ao/A, 1 aj,/ 2 ao/d, etc. If we construct .egment

by segment the inward pats at the same speeds, we reach E at about

T = 13, and continuing the curvature at E inward, we reach F at T = I4.

Now T = 13, 14 are times familiar from the Ionization sensor

records and the microwave records. If the model is correct, however,

these similar times cannot correspond to the same phenomena. An easy

interpretation does exist: the ionization sensors will give a pulse

when the path between the lead disc and the detonator shell is

sufficiently conducting. If the lead disc was swept out by shock 2

to D or its neighborhood, then shock 3 might carry the disc inwards

toward E. Meanwhile the detonator shell has probably begun moving

outward. Somaewhere along the path DEF. ionization 
could be sufficient

to trigger Pulse 4 which we notcd at Tu= 10 to 15. on the other hand,

this sort of motion by the lead discs would not be 
seen by the Doppler

microwave3. Until D the microwaves could have seen only shock 1,

assuming that its electron density was high enough, or possibly, the

late stages of shock 2 before collision of sboek2 with shock 1. Upon

moving outward from F shock 3 is at its strongest value. It seems

reasonable to assume that this is the shock seen by the microwaves

as a second pulse, as it moves outward from F.

Fina, ly, we must construct the path of shock 3 outward into the

air wheve it will be readily detected on p-t gages after the main shock

as the Wecken or the "second shock". We start at G. From films of

the TNT fireball ve note that there seems to be a surge at T- 360

and 26t 30 a0 which we assume to result from passage of shock 3

out of the fireball. We know from the experimental records of Part 2

that the Wecken-shock pressures at high pressures run about 1/10 the

main-shock pressures. So we assume that the speed of shock 3 must

be about 1/3 the speed of the main airshock at that period of the

explosion history. Relying on the computer again for instantaneous

aairshock speeds, we estimate the path of shock 3 outward aloný GF,

moving from G inward in our construction until we reach 5 or o ao.

Thereafter, we simply connect the path of P, completing FG and the

' i model.

C-5
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We can wonder why hasn't the collision of shocks I and 2 toi-
form the main airshock been detected before? As far as p-t records
So, very few records have been made so close-in to a charge (we
estimate that the collision takes place about 5 ao). And if the
records looked like ours do here, interpretation woUld have been
impossible. As far as films go, the overtaking cannot be seen on
explosivescontaining TNT -- the fireball opacity is simply too high.
We have looked hard at films from RDX and PETN with less fireball
opacity for some sign of shock 2. We have not found a directly
observable shock 2, except possibly in one film from PMET. Perhaps
the high temperature of the plasma that shock 2 travels through destroys
any chance for visualization of shock 2. Or, perhaps, we just haven't
had the right combination of elements in our experiments. We have
observed shock 2 indirectly: surges in the luminous fronts of
certain shots can be detected 'n the radius-time data of Figures 7a-c.

C-5: Summary: In this new model, three distinct and separate
shocwaves take part. Shock I results from the transmission of the
detonation shockfront across the explosive-air interface into air I
(c.f., Part 1). At the time of this transmission another wave (in
addition to the rarefaction wave) starts to move inward. This wp-re
(a shocklet) may result from the discontinuity that exists at the
Charman-Jougue; boundary behind the detonation wave, separating the
region of non-isentropic chemical reaction from the region of sub-
sequently ise'ntropic flow. After converging to the origin this
wave becomes strong, shock 2, and moves outward to overtake shock 1,
somewhere in the neighborhood of 5 ao from the original explosive
surface. Thereafter, the two merged shocks move off together as
the "main airshock".

Because of the boundary conditions at the time of overtaking, a
new wave is created which will move inward toward the origin.
After reflection at the origin this wave, shock 3, moves outward,
tagging along behind the main airshc-k as the "second shock", or
as we prefer to rename it: the Wecken shock.

c-6
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Is/0-C SENSO

1/8 INCH SENSOR

1 j 1/4-INCH SENSOR

TULSA GAGE

* TIME

I BLOCK
iULSA GAGE: 2&,vALOCK
1/4-INCH: 0.5v/BLOCK

*50 IL SEC/ALOCK 1t2-INCH: 1 .&vABLOCK
1/8-INCH: O.2vALOCK

FIG. C-1 PRESSURE-TIME SIGNATURES: 51101 44 (8-LB PENTOLITE SPH-ERE) SENSORS AT 8a%
(7 CHARGE RADII FROM SURFACE)
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SCOPE A

-y--

IONIZATION SENSOR

PRESSURE SENSOR

PRESSURE SENSOR

20 SEC

SCOPE B

Py-I
DUMMY PRESSURE SENSOR

DUMMY PRESSURE SENSOR
RF SIGNAL

FIG. C-2 SAMPLE RECORDS OTAINED ON SHOT 55 WITH 4-BEAM OSCILLOSCOPES
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8 LB

32 LB

100 LB

A. SENSORS AT 2a~( CHARGE RADIUS FROM SURFACE)

i

8 LB

32 LB

100 LB

B. SENSORS AT 32O

TIME

20 SEC

FIG. C-3 PRESSURE-TIME SIGNATURES; TNT SPHERES (SHOTS 72, 73, 80) 1/8-INCH Ag-Cr
*B. QUARTZ SENSORS
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Au-C%'r (QUARTZ)

SAg Cr (QUARTZ)

DUMMY •IOLE)

SDUMMY

A. SH~T 55 (DUMM.AY GAGES SET FOR 1,/2 THAT OF QUA.RTZ SENSORS

DUMM-Y

-. - Ag - Cr (QUARTZ)

Au- Cr (QUAKTZ)

SB. SHOT 58

J 20 uSEC

FIG. C-4 PR-=SSURE-TIME SIGNATURES: RDX EXPLOS!," "hOTS 55, 58) SENSORS AT 2 a.
. CHAR•GE RADIUW FP OM• URFACE.
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/TIM. OF Py-I PEAK

I/

A. SHOT 60

TIME OF
PE-4 .AK

-A

TIME

20;z SEC

FIG. C-5 PRSSRE-TIME SIG14ATURES AT CENTER OF RDX §14-0!-1 j~~O5 61, J-; C

QUARPTZ SIENSO0P.
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OUTSIDE CHARGE
SHOT 68

INSIDE CHARGE

SO..SIDE CHAkGE

SH-OT -
INSIDE CHARGE

OUTSIDE CHARGE SHOT 60
:••, • INSIDE CHARGE I

SHOT 557

~ Nf~Nj-SHOT 55
S140T 53

A. RDX EXPLOSIONS

SHOT 83

SHOT 82

SHOT 78

--- ~ SHOT 7

>,,,p 
SHOT 75

B. PENTOLITE EXPLOSIONS

-W ".20 .LSEC

;G. C-- 3S.MPlt sONI•.-•DON SIGNATURES FOR RDX AND PENTOUTE EXPLOSIONS
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APPENDIX D: SOME COMI'ARISONS OF CLOSE-IN AIRSHOCK MEASUJREMENT'S W-Ml-
SOVIET RESULTS

The most nearly comparable investigations of %.41ich we are aw~are
to those reported here were reported by ADUSHIMT 19.61 and AI)USHKN 1963.
It is of some interest to make comparisons.

In both papers Adushkin aimed at (1) extending the empirical
formulas of Savdovskii for peak, pressure, impulses, positive duration,,
etc. from, the low-pressure region of validity into the region of high4
pressures and (2) determnining how, well the thebretical poInt-source5
solutions for an explosion (which are extremely popular With Sovl~et'
investigators) describe the'shock frorn a chemical explosion.

In 1961, Adushkin's results were obtained from 0.3-1b sphernes
of' cast 50/50 TNT-hexogen (which we take to be Comp- B) with piezo-
electric p-t gages, SQinMce he was worried about, tkhe streangth of his
gages, "Ie carr-led out- mreasurements only up to 5-7 a0 from the center

* of the e~iarge. In the 1963_ investigation., larger charge3 Y'ere used:
3.7-1b cast Oocmp B splherei 3.5-1b Comp B pvwder spheros (possibly
presse-d above po-vtier deasity), ari-i 2-lb spi-eres of Dressed ?EM!.
iiere he used p-t gagesa up to 4* a. but used the data- orn3y for arrival
times. -Clczer-in, bare ionization wires were used to detect,the
airshock. C-c-,era (1r~tTu nert SFR-2_M.) coverage, up to 2 x lOý: fps,
was available,

Few re-ordz-ý a~i'c showii~ in ei-.her paper. In the 1963 report.. only
one oscilleaccpe ree -rdlln,ý 5.s given -- axyl t~hat- from geages at 31.1 a.,despilte azi obvious interewzt In slhok roraltion. at -earlier. positions.
We suspect that his reorirds were. -Ltso, pcoor.

M. SiK "1961 gl14es an excellent c.5eserjption& o-P t".e fmaticra
of' an ar_-hoak in the s p-he-ric-al -pis ton model. Pridbab.ly tlhis- model
was carrect f'-or the 0.3ýA-lb spheres, vfhich we think were, probalbly,
to %- L-mall to produce a t..ransmitted airsh-ock. kkushikin. 1however,

appar t bve propossed W icstoIsn model for_ all1~ IUeplosiona,
witlh Wh~lch wt dlzzgr-ee. k-,- qoute ver'batim.:

Ti! shall proipoee a physical necria~s esrbn
teo1bta-ined behavlor of' the upressuret 11nvilse ir. the

propagating Wave. in th.e first Inotant atrCcmpleticn,
:r de!tonatlan, the --cntpresze, products of the ex-plc, w.n

tbegln to f2 apart, e-oon-.5-a as yet Lonly in~g lficn
reMsance f';rom tb4- %rrour~in._ air. u~ h Ž~fI

enzergy olf ttmae produztz ef' t~he 1vpcs:!or rdecreases aa
they ffly apart., owing -to tht splierical la&catter, But beforve
It is ý,igui-cant~lr de.reasttdz f'or th~s reason, a reglaon
of air dislaeedI arndz compressed by the exr2,3sion p~roducts

wrs cli io £yirg ap-art, is gradua"11 formttd in- front :
tbez, T~h aiodl e of' the exi~lozlon alre ti~iarebv z-'owed

doiia mait- xylThis pz-ocess of' slowing dotyr Isa-cc--pen-led 'sthe trartemission of' energy Afrom t, e
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.x_,pandinrg products into the aerial shock wave. Apparently,
-0 to 13 to 15 a , the products of the explosion practi-

caIly give all o? their energy to the air (to the shock-
waV.). However, the explosion products continue for a
certain time to sustain the air proceeding from the front,
runti1 t.e pressure In them islowered to atmospheric. This
4s Indicated by the fact that the duration of the compres-
sive phase of the shockwave is more than tripled in the
S,.ort dist•ance from 11 to 13 ao."

inform ation on the nature of the light from an explosion is
given in ADl !963. We do not agree with his discussion. Again,
"we quote verbatiim:

"Let us note that indirect proximity to the charge,
the soi;r'ce of light is the surface of the front of the
"shocktave forned by expanding explosion products. Then
pos-sibly, glow cames from deeper layers of turbulent air
beh&n2 the wavefront. In region above 3-4 aQ, which is
especially- well seen in photographs, obtained on the SFR
camera by method of stero survey, surface is bared of the
produ�ts 'temselves in the form of a rough cloud. However,
it is possible that source of light, nevertheless, is a
thirn laytr o air. adjoining the surface of the explosion
prcdiuct.-A especially so since temperature of the air
behird wavefront increases (especially sharp near contact
sur.ace) while temperature of the products themselves is
sign• •.;cantly lower than temperature of air behind
wavefront .

"Sinee temperature of the products, during their
expansion. Is many times lower than temperature of the
carpressed air behin- f:ont of shockwave, it was expected
that the 5on-lzat-on probe would sense 'ifference in
electr-Ical c .ductivAi:Ies of air, compressed in the wave
and the prodvýts. In Fi4ure 3, results of measurements
by the icnizat4on probe of arrival t mes of the products
in region 1.2p to 3 a-e designated by crosses. On
Srecodinzs of the ion.zation probe (Figure lb), the
arrival time of tble proiucts was taken as the moment of
sharp drop after the second peak of the recording. These
measuremenS of arival times of the explosion products
co4ncided with opt-o&a observations. Thus, under the con-
d 1t 4 ons of the eprremen-t, during photographing of the
intrinsic glow of the pr-ocess of explosion of HE are recorded
the hottest layer. -f air at the vary contact surface which
Is the e-rernal layer of -he explosion products."

In 1•61, 4dushkin forked "gcod correspondence" between his Comp B
-iata and the- preilct•_orz z'f Broch_* for peak shock overpressures and

." , e. ';Blast -:ave f.-m a Spherical Charge," Phys, Fiuids 2,
217, 19SI., is fer a ITI expit-ion.
" • D -2
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positive-phase impulse. In 1963 he noted a discrepancy between
Brode's contact surface which "ceases at a distance of 13-l14 ao, in
contrast to the movement of the explosion products observed in the
experiments, which starts at approximately from. 5 to 7 a0." We are
mystified why Adushkin claims that the products start at 5-7 a0, when
clearly they start at I a0, but we agree that theory genierally does n~ot
correspond to the contact-surface motion (or the second shock or any
phenomena after the main airshock).

InFiur D1and D-2 we can eaiethe Soviet daa more closely.
We have taken much of Figure D-1 from our Figure 9, the WUMIDY curVe
for pentolit~e and data symbols for a single ýcast) 'Comp B arzd two PETN
explosions. To these, we have added two curv.es frorr ATDUSIMIN 1.953 :
one for (cast-) Comp B and one for PEET11. We obtained these curves from,
use of empirical formulas given by Adushkin, co-.eclted to DR! OoMAitions.
We have no idea how he obtained his ctirves -- but we s~zsz&*t th~at they
were obtained by curve-fitting (to hirz ionization probe data), a
procedure that" we think is unaecep-table ~ls-nto an explosion.
Certainly his published reaul-ts show none -,' th-e scatter that plaguedI
our data. (The high val'_ie olf -.- 12_,0C4 psi at R/ao = 3I seems t-- usa

typical end-point problem with pol.ynomial fits and not that Soviet
c-harges are twiee more p~z A- fV1 thanz ours.1

In Fig-ýire 1,1-2, we- have -ý-:bined results from8 both of the
Adushkin papers for- Comp B, again corrected to DRI conditions. We
have su.,pe:; m=oaed these z~nto 1407W curves for TNTP anr! p:rntollte,
simply az basee for c!ýe-.arlsors, The nig,,h-pressiure results, are the
same as in 1'igure D1 -: we ha-ve ex-te:-zjed them to 3.2 a0 In Figure D3-2
from his ernpirt-_al iLormulas. r-Mer-e is a dIFerepansy 0In '41e over-
lapping_ region from -.6 t-o 12 a~of Adushkirns results: the pressures
from his 0.3-1b charges lI well below his curve for the 3.71-lb

* charges. WThether th's Is a real D yical difference or me-ely a
difficulty iiu the u~ata-processing we do not k~now. Adushkin obtai ned
his 0.3-lb tabular data from Iproaesislrg r-t data taken fra the p-6
gage records. 7-chse derived pressures were substantli.1ly highler than
his p-t%- gage pressures. Adushikin ascribed this differeence to lack of
frequency response in the ins t ruenit-at! :mz (channel frequency: 2% - kcps;
natural frequenty of the quarttlz gages; 300 keps)e

'We note, ir; -oncliiding, that the 0.3-lb CormP B data make a
remarkably gocod fit to our x ee a cur-ue for pernto3 ite -- frown
about 15 a0 t over 70 a.

* 1D-3
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I AMBIENT CONDITIONS
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